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P R E F A C E  
This report  constitutes the f i r s t  of two volumes which summarize the 
work accomplished under Contract NAS1-9890. It contains the design of an 
experimental space shuttle vehicle model, supporting experimental data, the 
design of a corresponding analytical model, comparisons of resul ts ,  and a 
listing of the digital computer program designed for predicting natural f r e -  
quencies of a typical shuttle vehicle parallel-stage configuration which includes 
liquid propellants. The second par t  of the work, which deals with other liquid 
dynamics problems associated with space shuttle operation, i s  summarized 
in Final Report, P a r t  I1 entitled "Propellant Dynamic Problems in Space 
Shuttle Vehicles. I '  
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NOMENCLATURE 
Symbol Definition 
a distance between subsystems 2 and 11 
coefficient mat r ix  of constraint coordinates appearing in 
equations of motion 
distance between subsystem 11 and the centerline of the 
Orbi ter  
c distance between subsystems 12 and 13 
C 
* constraint mat r ix  
Dk distance between the neutral  axis of a reinforcing beam 
section and a cylinder shell (k = 1, 2, 3 , 4 )  
d distance between subsystems 15 and 16 
coefficient mat r ix  of m a s s  coordinates appearing in equations 
of constraint 
modulus of elasticity of cylinder shells ( s  = 1,2,  3, 5,  6, 7 )  
E(m)  modulus of elasticity of a reinforcing beam section 
( m  = 1,2 ,  3 , 4 )  
e distance between subsystem 5 and the rod K (5 
G s  shear  modulus of cylinder shell s 
!3 g r  avitational constant 




hi height of liquid in cylinder i 
height of horizontal sloshing m a s s  in cylinder i 
h? height of rigid mass  in cylinder i 
Js moment of iner t ia  of a cylinder c ross  section 
Io modified Bessel  function of order  zero  
I1 modified Bessel  function of order  one 
i index 
Jn moment of iner t ia  of m a s s  element Mn (n  = 1, 2, . . .. , 8)  
J m )  moment of iner t ia  of a reinforcing beam c ross  section 
moment of iner t ia  of rigid m a s s  m; 
J( i) moment of iner t ia  of frozen liquid in cylinder i 
rigid 
j index 
equivalent longitudinal spring constant of cylinder i 
accounting for liquid effect 
2nRj6 jE j  
K .  = longitudinal spring constant of cylinder j 
J j  
- 2trRitjiEi 
K. = longitudinal spring constant of cylinder i with liquid effect 
1 2 P i  - V'h. 
1 1  
K ( " ) , R ( ~ ) ,  longitudinal spring constants of the reinforcing beam sections 
K ( 6 1 7  K ( 7 )  vertical and horizontal spring constants of the couplirlg 
spring system 
ki ver t ical  sloshing spring constant 
NOMENC E A T U R E  (Cont'd) 
Symbol Definition 
vert ical  sloshing spring constant due to Poissons effect of 
the cylinder 
la te ra l  sloshing spring constant 
index 
number of dynamic equations 
number of constraint equations 
length of cylinder section 
s t ruc ture  mas  s element 
end moments of a beam section 
net end moments of a shell-beam section 
vert ical  sloshing m a s s  in cylinder i 
horizontal sloshing m a s s  in cylinder i 
rigid m a s s  in cylinder i 
total  m a s s  of the liquid in cylinder i 
index 
index 




E m a s s  mat r ix  of the dynamic equations only 
) stiffness mat r ix  of the total system of dynamic and constraint 
equations 
5 stiffness ma t r ix  of the dynamic equations only 
r index 
R s RB (Booster radius)  for s - 1,2, 3; Ro(Orbiter radius) for  
s = 5 , 6 , 7  
S r torsional spring constant ( r  = 1 , 2 ,  . . . , 7 )  
s index 
t t ime 
V( ) l a te ra l  shearing force on an end c r o s s  section of a beam 
section . 
net la te ra l  shearing force on an end c r o s s  section of a 
shell-beam section 
W( vibration mode 
X 
m, 
coordinates associated with mass  elements ( see  Table 111) 
coordinates associated with constraint conditions ( see  
Table 111) 
"( 1 l a te ra l  displacement of a subsystem 
Y ( ) amplitude of a vibration mode 
1 axis of rotation of a subsystem 
Z d 1 ~ e r t i c a ~ l  displacement of a subsystem 
"( 1 rotation of a c r o s s  section of a shell beam where a horizon- 
tal  sloshing spring o r  a rigid rnass i s  attached 
NOMENCLATURE (Cont 'd)  
Symbol Definition 
phase angle 
cylinder shell  thicknes s 
ver t ical  displacement of a vertical  sloshing m a s s  
horizontal displacement of a la te ra l  sloshing m a s s  
Poissons ratio of cylinder shell  
horizontal displacement of a shell beam c r o s s  section where 
the la te ra l  sloshing spring o r  a rigid m a s s  i s  attached 
m a s s  density of liquid in cylinder i 
rotation of a s t ruc ture  subsystem 
eigenvalue of a vibration mode 
frequency 
DYNAMIC INTERACrI'PON B E T W E E N  S T R U C T U R E  AND LIQUID 
PBOPELI,ANTS EN A S P A C E  S H U T T L E  VEHICLE M O D E L  
By Daniel D. Kana, William L. KO, 
Philip H. Francis ,  and Andrew Nagy 
Southwest Research Institute 
INTRODUCTION 
Currently specified design requirements of a space shuttle vehicle a r e  
anticipated to present  many new problems heretofore not encountered in  aero-  
space systems.  The dynamic interaction between elastic s t ruc ture  and liquid 
propellants has  always been an important design c r i t e r i a  for launch vehicles 
and aircraf t ;  however, it i s  surmised that potential problems posed by this 
interaction will become even more  cr i t ical  in presently envisioned space 
shuttle sys tems (ref .  1). Therefore,  the purpose of this study i s  to  examine 
the applicability of existing analytical techniques for studying the coupled 
l iquid-structural dynamics of a typical space shuttle configuration- - a  
parallel-stage de sign. 
The program objective has been accomplished by developing a suitable 
experimental model that is  capable of experiencing a t  least  the most  funda- 
mental s t ruc tura l  dynamics of a prototype system, measuring i t s  natural  
frequencies of vibration for a range of various parameters ,  and comparing 
the resul ts  with those predicted f rom a corresponding analytically derived 
model. In selecting the model details f rom the outset, considerable effort  
was exercised to utilize components which were  already available f rom 
previous r e sea rch  programs,  in order  to  minimize fabrication costs.  
Fur ther ,  existing concepts of spr ing-mass fluid models,  which have been 
derived to simulate liquid reactions for decoupled la ter  a1 and longitudinal 
motions, a r e  employed in a straightforward manner in a system which 
experiences strong coupling along these axes. The resul ts  of this study of 
a rather  fundamental model will point toward the path to follow for m o r e  
complex representations of a shuttle system. We begin with a description 
of the physical model, then outline the analysis,  and finally present  resu l t s  
and conclusions f rom the study. 
DESCRiPTEOI\I OF PHYSICAL MODEL 
A model consisting of a parallel-stage Boostes and Orbi ter ,  ea,cb 
consisting of two propellant tanks and appropriate intermediate skir ts  and 
rigid masses,  was considered feasible to ca r ry  out the program objective. 
The major portion of the Booster was already on hand from a previous 
study (ref. 2) of longitudinal dynamics in axisymmetrical launch vehicles. 
As a result, a s  will be seen, it also included some components, such as  
stiffeners and baffles, which were not strictly essential to the present study. 
Nevertheless, the presence of these extra components did not alter the con- 
clusions of the study. 
A photograph of the completely assembled and suspended system i s  
shown in Figure l a ,  as  it  was used during most of the experiments. In 
order to provide a quick overall indication for model size and typical rigid 
masses ,  a schematic i s  shown in Figure lb. Further details will be given 
now, as  well as  in later  sections of the report. . 
The Booster comprises the major part of the model, and it  consists 
of the following main components: 
(1 ) Upper tank 
( 2 )  Lower tank 
( 3 )  Skirt 
(4) Bulkheads 
Both tanks in the Booster model were fabricated from 0.005-inch thick, type 
302 Stainless Steel sheets, which were rolled and butt-welded along longitudinal 
seams. A flat steel disk was spot-welded to one of the tanks which serves a s  
a top mass  for the upper tank. The lower end of this upper tank and both ends 
of the lower tank were spot-welded to identical steel flanges, which can be 
bolted to the bulkheads and the skirt  as required. Two rows of spot welds, each 
spot weld having a test  strength of 25 pounds, were used at each end of the 
tanks. The spots were spaced 118-inch apart with 118-inch spacing between 
the rows. To provide for ullage pressure integrity, the ends of both tanks 
were sealed with epoxy cement. 
The third main component in the Booster is the skirt. It was fabricated 
by rolling 0.025-inch thick, 6061 -T6 aluminum sheet to the desired diameter , 
and butt-welding it  along a longitudinal seam. Two aluminum flanges were  
welded to the end of this cylinder with the same hole pattern as  on the flanges 
of the tanks to provide for bolted assembly of these parts. Two small ports on 
the side of the skirt  served as a pressure port for introducing ullage pressure 
to the lower tank and for filling the tank with liquid. 
Flat, rigid bulkheads were machined from mild steel and 6061 -T6 
aluminum plates for the lower and upper tanks, respectively, with a shoulder 
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TABLE I, --MATERIAL PROPERTIES AND GEOMETRY OF' 
STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS O F  BOOSTER W D E L  
Effect ive  Ins ide  Wall Ma te r i a l  E 
S t ruc tu r a l  Length(8) Dia. Thickness  Density X l o 6  
E l emen t  (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (#/in31 ps i  
Upper  Tank 14. 5 10. 0 0 .005 0. 29 29 
Lower  Tank 14. 5 10. 0 0.005 0. 29 29 
Sk i r t  7. 5 10. 3 0.025 0. 098 10 
Ma te r i a l  E 
Density X lo6  Dimensions  
3 (# / i n  ) psi  (in. ) 
F l a t  Rigid Bulkhead 9. 875 Dia. , 112 Height, 
Lower  Tank 0. 29 30 12 Dia. shoulder ,  1 / 2  Height 
Flat Rigid  Bulkhead 9. 87 5 Dia. , 112 Height, 
Upper Tank 0.098 10 12 Dia. shoulder ,  1 / 2  Height  
Number  Ma te r i a l  E 
Used  on Density X l o 6  Dimensions Spacing 
Tank  (#/in3) ps i  (in. ) Locat ion (in. ) 
Stiffener 10. 0 I. D. Symmet r i c a l  
Ring 11 0. 098 10 10. 5 0. D. about 1. 24 
0.032 thick midspan  
S t r inger  12 0.098 10 0 .125XO.125Symmet r i c a l  Equal ly  
X 14.0 about spaced on 
midspan  i nne r  ci  r c u m  - 
f e r ence  
0. 25 1. D. Symmet r ica l  
Baffle 11 0. 306 16 9.68 O , D ,  about 1. 25  
0.  0125 thick midspan 
TABLE PI .  - -MPLTERIAL PRBPER.TIES ,WD GEOMETRY O F  
STRUCTURAL GOMPONEN TS O F  ORBITER MODEL 
Effective Inside Wall Mater ia l  E 
Structural  Length(Q ) Dia. Thickness Density X l o 6  
Element  (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (# /in3) psi  
Upper Tank 8. 5 6. 0 0.012 0. 098 10 
Lower Tank 8. 5 6. 0 0.012 0. 098 10 
Skirt 6. 0 6. 0 0.020 0. 098 10 
Mater ia l  E 
Diameter Thickness Density X l o 6  




In the modal analysis of f ree  vibration of the model Shuttle Vehicle, 
the sys tem is  represented by the equivalent mechanical model shown in 
Figure 2a. The motion of the system will be limited to translations in x 
and z directions and pitching about an axis perpendicular to xz-plane. The 
cylindrical shells between any two neighboring mass  elements will be 
represented by thin-walled beamlike tubes, or  shell-beams, as shown in 
Figure 2b. Additional details a r e  given in Figures  2c and 2d. Masses of the 
cylindrical shell  sections, Booster and Orbi ter  strongback beam sections,  
and between any two neighboring mas  s elements a r e  divided equally into two 
par t s ,  each of which is  lumped into each of the two m a s s  elements. Thus, the 
iner t ia  effect of the shells and the strongback beams will be otherwise 
neglected. The Booster and the Orbiter strongback reinforcing beams a r e  
pin-jointed, respectively, to the Booster and the Orbiter m a s s  elements with 
one tors ional  spring attached to each joint. The two beams a r e  then connected 
together through a coupling compound spring system which permits  relative 
displacements in x and z directions,  and one relative rotation about an axis 
perpendicular to the xz plane. The lower end of the Orbiter is  connected to 
the Booster strongback beam through a rod K ( ~ )  both of whose ends a r e  
pin-jointed. :x 
The vert ical  and la teral  sloshing motions of the liquid in a cylinder 
a r e  represented independently by two sloshing models. The vert ical  sloshing 
model ( ref .  3 )  consists of one vert ical  sloshing m a s s  mi ( i  = 1 ,  3 ,  5 , 7 )  
- 
connected to the neighboring mass  elements through two springsf  ki and ki. 
It will be assumed that the bending of the shell-beam does not interfere  with 
the motion of mi. The la te ra l  sloshing model$ ( re fs .  4, 5, 6)  consists of 
one rigid m a s s  mf  rigidly attached to the shell-beam, and one la te ra l  
", 
sloshing m a s s  m i  connected to the shell-beam through two springs of spring 
constant Ki/2. F o r  the vert ical  sloshing, quantities associated with the 
. - 
horizontal sloshing (i. e. , m i  , mi,  and gi) will be se t  to zero,  and vice 
versa.  
':'This rod was removed from the experimental apparatus and, consequently, 
its effect was nullified in the numerical program by setting to ze ro  i ts  c r o s s -  
sectional a rea .  
t ~ l l  springs in the model are massless and l inear.  
$This model w a s  originally developed for a rigid container, 
3059 
FIGURE 2a, - EQTJE VALENT MECHANICAL MODEL 
FIGURE 2b. - - D E T A I L  O F  i - th  S H E L L  BEAM 
FIGURE 2~ - -DETAIL O F  ORBITER REINFORCING BEAM 
FIGURE 2d -DETAIL OF BOOSTER REINFORCING BEAM 
The vert ical  slosIiirig mass mi d a r d  t h e  sloshring spr ing constants 
- 
ki and k; are defined as follows ( re f ,  3 )  
k. 1  = kl 1  - v 1 1 1  .E.F. + v;TZiFf ; (no summation) 
where 
11, I, = modified Bessel  functions of the f i r s t  kind 
R i = RB (Booster radius)  for i = 1 , 3 ,  = Ro (Orbiter radius)  for 
i =  5 , 7  
hi = height of the liquid in cylinder i 
2 
m(i)  T = nRi hi p i  = total m a s s  of the liquid in the cylinder 
P i = m a s s  density of the liquid 
v i  = Poissons rat io  of the cylindrical shell  
1 ,  = length ol the ~ y l i r z d e r  
6; = cylinder wal l  thickness 
Ei  Young's modulus of the cylinder shell 
The la te ra l  sloshing m a s s  for the f i r s t  mode or  fundamental slosh 
m a s s  Gi, and i t s  height gi, the rigid m a s s  mf and i t s  height hf and the 
sloshing spring constant a r e  defined in the following ( re fs .  4 , 5 , 6 )  
- hi ) 2  
. 1 = ( ) ( tanh  1.84 - T 1.19hi Ri 
- Ri hi hi = hi -  tanh 0.92 , 
0.92 R i 
= height of Gi 
= the height of m; 
g = gravitational constant, andthe polar moment of iner t ia  of mf i s  
defined a s  
2. 14Ri 
J~ I J(i.) rigid ' m~ 4 tanh 0.92 - hi ] 2 hi Ri 
Figures  2a and 2b show that mi i s  situated above m?;  however, as  the depth 
of the liquid hi dec reases ,  mi will shift  to a position below m?  . 
Mathematical Formulation 
The f r ee  dynamic behavior of the mechanical  model can be descr ibed 
completely in mathematical  t e r m s  by writ ing the equations of motion and 
equations of constra int  for  the system.  In o rde r  to  do this,  the mechanical  
model i s  divided into subsys tems  for  which equations of dynamic and s ta t ic  
equilibrium for the f r ee  oscillation can  eas i ly  be se t  up. The coordinate 
sys t em a t  each subsystem i s  shown in Figure  2a. 
In the model, the s t ruc ture  m a s s  e lements  Mn(n = 1 ,2 ,  . . . , 8 )  wil l  
have th ree  degre  es  of f reedom in motion (two translations and one rotation) 
the r igid  m a s s  m * ( i  = 1 , 3 , 5 ,  7 )  two degrees  of f reedom (one horizontal  
translation and one rotation),  the la te ra l  sloshing m a s s  Gi one degree of 
f reedom (horizontal  t ransla t ion) ,  and the ver t ica l  sloshing m a s s  m i  one 
degree of f reedom (ver t ica l  translation).  Thus, the ent i re  sys t em will have 
forty degrees  of f reedom and therefore  for ty  equations of motion. However, 
only equations associated with subsystem 1 will be shown for the purpose 
of i l lustration.  
Equations of motion. --At subsystem 1 there  a r e  two equations of 
motion for t ransla t ion and one for  rotation. They a r e  
where 
D l  = distance between the neutral  axis of the Booster strongback 
beam section 9 - 1 0  and the Booster shel l  
K1 = longitudinal spring constant of cylinder 1 
K ( ~  ) = longitudinal spring constant of beam section 9-10 
J 1  = polar moment of iner t ia  of mass  M1 about y l  axis 
S1 = torsional spring constant a t  joint 9 
= net moment at  lower end of shell-beam I 
= end shearing force of the Booster reinforcing 
beam section at end 9 (ref.  7 )  
= net shearing force at lower end of shell-  
beam 1 ( s e e  Appendix A)  
E( ')  = Young's modulus of the reinforcing beam section 9-10 
J ( ~  ) = moment of iner t ia  of the c ross  section of the reinforcing 
beam section 9 - 10 
J1 = moment of iner t ia  of the cylinder c ross  section 
and 
in which 
G1 = shear  modulus 
Equations ( 2  0) provide correction factors which a r i se  from the 
analysis based on l inear  membrane theory of the shell. These factors a r e  
unity for an ordinary beam (see  Appendix A).  Similar equations of motion 
may be written for  the r e s t  of subsystems. 
Equations of constraint. --As shown in Figure 2a, a t  each m a s s l e s s  
subsystem of 9, 10, 12, 14, 15, and 17 there will be one constraint condition 
in the I+ direction; a t  subsystem 11 there a r e  two constraint conditions (x 
and + directions);  a t  subsystems 13 and 16 there  a r e  three  constraint condi- 
tions (x,  z, + directions) for  each subsystem; a t  subsystem i (i = 1 , 3 , 5 ,  7 )  
there  a r e  two constraint conditions (a, directions).  Thus there will be 
twenty-two constraint conditions associated with the model. For  the 
purpose of i l lustration only the constraint condition a t  the mass l e s s  sub- 
system 9 will be shown below. 
where 
= end moment of the Booster reinforcing beam 
section at end 9 
Similar constraint equations may be written for the r e s t  of mass l e s s  
nodes, 
Fig~nval19e problem, --Since onby f ree  oscillations a r e  being considered, 
the aforementioned system of 6" equations of motion and constraint is  borio- 
geneous, Taken together, the total sys tem of dynamic and constraint equa- 
tions can be written in compact notation (employing the summation convention) 
as  
It i s  assumed that the vibration modes a r e  harmonic, i. e. , 
Ws = Ys cos (wt + y) (23) 
where each frequency w is  real.  On substituting Eq. (23 )  into Eq. (22) one 
finds 
There is  a well-known principle (ref.  7)  in vibration theory which 
s tates  that a system of H equations consisting of L dynamic and L' constraint 
equations ( L  + L' = H) can always be reduced to a problem involving L 
equations. This can be accomplished by incorporating the constraint equations 
into the equations of motion. In the present  problem, this can be done by 
segregating the se t  of generalized coordinates into two nonintersecting 
sets: 
where 
X = se t  of coordinates associated with m a s s  elements 
- 
x = se t  of coordinates associated with constraint conditions 
,., 
F o r  the present problem, 5 and 5 a r e  defined in Table 111. Equations (24) 
can now be replaced by two sets  of equations, the f i r s t  of which gives the 
L equations of motion expressed in t e r m s  of the constraint coordinates 25: : 
The second set  of conditions relates  the g coordinates to the 3 coordinates: 
T A B L E  LU, --DEFINITION OF GOORDEN.ATES 
Coordinates Associated 
with Mass  Elements  
Coordinates Associated 
with Constraint  Conditions 
This sy-stem of equations can be written such t h a t t h e  square mat r ix  i s  
symmetr ic  and that d = - Solving for 5: 
,- 
and substituting into Eq. (25): 
Thus: 
By premultiplying by p- l  this equation takes the form of a standard 
eigenvalue problem 
Nontrivial solutions for the eigenvector 3 exist  i f ,  and only if, the de ter -  
minant of the coefficient mat r ix  vanishes: 
Thus, the problem reduces to finding the eigenvalues of the L X L mat r ix  
p - l (q  - a f - l aT) .  The eigenvalues found by this process  a r e  the natural f r e -  
Guencies of &e Booster /  Orbiter system, expressed in radians/ second. 
Included in this se t  of frequencies a r e  the ze ro  frequencies identified with 
translation and rotation of the system as  a rigid body. 
In the present  problem, the ma t r ix  q and the mat r ix  _as-l_aT both a r e  
- 
symmetr ic ,  and the mat r ix  p i s  diagonal (and, hence, p - l  - i s  diagonal). How- 
eve r ,  the product mat r ix  p - T ( q  - - *- a c - l a T )  - i s  not symmetr ic .  Mathematically, 
the eigenvalues of a real,  nonsymmetric mat r ix  may be complex, all o r  in 
part. On physical grounds, however, one knows that the mathematical model 
being solved represents  a linear conservative system, and therefore a co r rec t  
solution must  resul t  in r ea l  eigenvalue s , Complex eigenvalue s introduce 
growth and deca,y character is t ics  in the modal response which a r e  inadmis- 
sible for the f r ee  vibrations of the problem under consideration, In the 
numerical solution for the present problem an eigenvalue routine was used 
which computes the complex eigenvalues of a n a n s p m t - t r i c  mat r ix ,  All non- 
t r ivial  eigenvaiues, however, were  found to be real .  
The nonzero elements of the mat r ices  q, a, ,%and 2 a r e  tabulated in 
< iri ; 
Appendix B for three different cases: Gi > h i ,  hi  < h i  and the empty case .  
Numerical Aspects 
The physical quantities which a r e  involved in the equations of mction 
and constraint for the analytical model consist of parameters  which can be 
computed direct ly  ( m a s s e s ,  moments of iner t ia ,  etc. ) and of t e rms  which do 
not lend themselves to d i rec t  computation (effectives spring constants). These 
la t ter  t e r m s  can be estimated from force-displacement calculations based on 
idealized models, but these est imates  by no means se rve  a s  valid input data  
for  computational purposes.  Effective spring constants, in  some cases ,  a lso 
can be determined experimentally by impedance techniques. The general  
approach used in this program for determining the input parameters  for  the 
analytical models was f i r s t  t o  calculate by some means (quite approximately 
in some cases )  a l l  of the input data required of the model. Following this,  
cer tain of the parameters ,  l eas t  amenable to accurate  calculation, were  
adjusted within cer tain narrow bounds in an attempt to  match the frequencies 
computed theoretically with the experimental values for the empty tank case.  
This procedure i s  not the same a s  "curve fitting'' where one takes much 
greater  l iber ty with the number of parameters  var ied and disregards 
theoretical es t imates  on their  magnitudes. The approach adopted h e r e  l imits  
the amount of empir ic i sm to a practical minimum in fixing the input data. 
In the case  of the Booster K1 and K2, the effective axial spring con- 
stants of the thin-walled shel ls  were  found experimentally by an axial v ibra-  
tion test ,  a s  described in the next section. The axial  spring constants 
characterising the strongback were  adjusted f rom their calculated values 
to match the empty, decoupled booster data. For  the Orbi ter ,  the axial 
spring constant of cylinder 5 was calculated, and acorrec t ion  factor ( a  c o r -  
rected shel l  thickness 65) introduced to force agreement with the experimental 
resul t  for cylinder 5 alone in both axial and bending motion. This procedure 
was repeated using cylinders 5 and 6 together, to determine K6. For  
cylinder 7, b 7  was taken equal to 65. The parameters  finally arr ived at 
a r e  listed. Once so  determined, they were  held constant throughout a l l  
computational work. 
'kNote that effective spring constants include effects difficult to predict, such 
as  bolted joint compliances and longitudina,l st iffeners,  
KI  = 3 , 4 8 X 1 8  5 L'Is / in, 
Kg = 7 . 3 6 X  lo5  Ib/ in, 
K( ' )  = 1.8333 X 105 lb/ in. 
K ( ~ )  = 5.3571 X l o 5  Ib/ in. 
K ( ~ )  = 3.4921 X l o 5  lb/  in. 
K ( ~ )  = 1.2083 X lo6  lb/ in. 
-f$3) = 3.8596 X l o 5  lb/  in. 
R ( ~ )  = 1.2083 x l o6  lb/  in. 
65 = 6 7 = 9 . 8 4 X 1 0 - 3  in. 
K6 = 1.885 X lo5 lb/ in. 
s5 = s7 = 2.60 X l o 4  in. - lb/  rad 
In the case  of the coupled Booster /Orbi ter  sys tem three additional 
spring constants were  available for adjustment, within l imits ,  to  match the 
theoretical and experimental coupled empty tank condition. These three 
constants represented the torsional coupling spr in  Sg, the ver t ical  coupling (6 spring ~ ( ~ 1 ,  and the horizontal coupling spring K . All three  of these 
spring constants were  f i r s t  calculated on the basis  of idealized models,  t o  
se rve  a s  nominal values in the adjustment process.  The values finally 
chosen were: 
s6 =3.9O27X1o4 in. - lb / rad  
= 2.677 X lo5 lb/ in. 
K ( ~ )  = 9.9672 X lo3 lb/ in. 
The calculations for the empty-tank condition omit the slosh models 
f rom the sys tem of equations, zmd do not represent  simply a degenerate case  
of vanishirlgly smal l  liquid levels. The general sys tem of equations, which 
does include the sloshing models, must  predict frequencies compatible with 
the empty-tank resul ts  for srnali, but nonzero liquid levels. This cr i ter ion 
serves  as a cbeckpoinl on the accuracy of the numerical program, Also, a 
transit ion point occurs  at a liquid level of 1 .043 times the tank diameter ,  
below which h:, the location of the r ig id  m a s s ,  r c i e r s e s  its relative position 
- 
with hi, the location of the sloshing m a s s ,  On either side of this transit ion 
certain. equa-Lions must  be rewritten in a different fo rm,  with the resul t  that 
the prograrn differs according to whether one is  considering a "near full" 
or  a "near emptyi'  tank, Continuity in the computed frequencies, of course,  
must  be maintained ac ross  this transit ion point, and this cr i ter ion serves  
a s  an additional check on the programming accuracy. 
The mat r ix  eigenvalue problem was solved on a CDC-6400 computer 
using a standard eigenvalue routine (modified Jacobi method) for  finding the 
eigenvalues of a rea l ,  nonsymmetric matrix.  A listing of the computer 
program and instructions for use  a r e  given in Appendix C. 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
The tes t  program performed on the previously described physical 
model can be divided into distinctive phases and m a y  be l isted a s  the 
determination of: 
(1)  Effective spring constants for subassemblies 
( 2 )  Natural bending frequencies of decoupled Booster and Orbiter 
models 
( 3 )  Natural frequencies of decoupled Booster and Orbiter models 
with longitudinal excitation 
(4)  Natural frequencies of Shuttle Vehicle Model. 
The f i r s t  par t  of the experimental program was to determine the 
effective spring constants of the Booster model components. This was 
accomplished by mounting the intermediate empty configurations i l lustrated 
in F igure  3 on an electrodynamic shaker and determining the natural f r e -  
quencies of the components. Frequencies obtained by this tes t  were  used 
to calculate the effective spring constants. Similar procedure was used with 
the Orbiter model components, both for axial and la te ra l  excitation. The 
resulting spring constants were  tabulated in the previous section for both 
models. 
The second phase of the tes t  program was devoted to determining the 
natural  bending frequencies of the decoupled models. The Booster model was 
vertically suspended by a nylon-rope, pulley, and spring combination which 
was designed to simulate a f ree- f ree  condition, The rope was attached t o  
the model at i ts  bottom flange or1 the lower tank and was guided at  the top of 
the sk i r t ,  A small electrodynamic shaker connected to the model  a t  the 
a ) LOWER TANK b LOWER TANK and S K l  RT 
FIGURE 3 .  - - INTERMEDIATE E M P T Y  CONFIGURATIONS O F  BOOSTER M O D E L  
upper flange of thc sk i r t  was used to excite the model in s Lateral direction, 
Four piezoelectric acceleronneters were  mounted on the model, one on each 
flange and one on top with their  axes  in line with the direction of excitation, 
and monitored .;imultaneous3 y, The model w a s  tested with empty, full, and 
intermediate liquid conditions and its  natural  frequencies were  recorded. 
The information so obtained served a dual purpose; it provided data for 
comparison with the frequencies obtained by an analytical model discussed 
in the preceding section, and also allowed for the identification of bending 
modes when the model was l a t e r  tested in i t s  coupled configuration. This 
t e s t  procedure was also repeated using the Orbiter model. 
To determine the natural frequencies of the Booster and Orbiter 
models with longitudinal excitation, the models were  suspended a s  previously 
described and excited along their  ver t ica l  axes by a small  electrodynamic 
shaker.  Four  piezoelectric acce lerometers ,  mounted on the flanges and 
the top of the models with their  axes along the direction of excitation, were  
monitored together with pres  su re  t ransducers  installed in the center of each 
bulkhead. As in the preceding phase, each model was tested with empty, 
full, and intermediate liquid conditions. 
The final s tep in  the t e s t  program was the determination of natural  
frequencies of the complete shuttle vehicle model shown in Figure 1. The 
sys tem was suspended in such a manner s o  that the driving force introduced 
to the model by the electrodynamic shaker always acted through the gravita- 
tional center of the model. Four  piezoelectric acce lerometers ,  located on 
the bottom flanges and the top of the models,  were  monitored measuring 
acceleration along the axes of the models, while two others w e r e  located a t  
the tops recording acceleration in the la te ra l  direction. In addition, four 
p res su re  t ransducers ,  one located in each bulkhead, were  monitored. All 
tes t s  were  performed with the Orbiter tanks full. The liquid level in the 
Booster tanks was varied f rom empty to full with intermediate conditions. 
Thus, a normal  operational sequence was simulated. 
Throughout the entire t e s t  program, distilled water  was used a s  a 
modeling liquid propellant. Ullage p res su re  was provided in all tanks to  r a i se  
the natural  frequencies of nonsymmetric shell  modes above the frequency 
range used during the tests .  
As a conclusion to the experimental program, the modeling liquid 
was replaced in the tanks by a granular substance with bulk density ve ry  
closely equal to the modeling liquid and the model was tested at  full and 
half-full levels in the Booster tanks, and s imilar  levels in the Orbiter tanks. 
This substitution was implemented to facilitate identification of liquid and 
s t ruc tura l  modes in  the data obtained from tests completed on the coupled 
system, as well  as lo show more  vividly the eifects of l iq- i i i t i .  propel1ait"Lr;, 
COMPARISON O F  RESULTS 
The output f rom the theoretical model was in the form of natural f r e -  
quencies representing: 
( 1 )  Rigid body motion of the system (zero  frequencies) 
( 2 )  Sloshing frequencies of the four liquid-containing tanks 
(3)  Frequencies of the sys t em.  
Regarding the rigid body modes, the analytical model predicts three z e r o  
frequencies for  the coupled Booster /Orbi ter  system, and six when the 
Booster /Orbi ter  coupling i s  set  to zero. This prediction i s  consistent 
with rigid body motion in a plane. The four calculated sloshing frequencies 
were  in the range of 1 to 3 Hz and a r e  quite smal l  when compared with sys t em 
frequencies. Thus, the sloshing modes a r e  essentially decoupled from the 
natural frequencies of the total system. 
Figures  4, 5, and 6 present  a comparison of the theoretically-predicted 
with the experimentally-determined resul ts .  Figure 4 shows the f i r s t  five 
frequencies of the Booster alone, and Figure 5 shows the f i r s t  th ree  f r e -  
quencies of the Orbiter alone. The analytical and experimental frequency 
values a r e  quantitatively compared in Table IV. This agreement index was 
based upon the maximum (absolute value) percentage e r r o r  between the 
theoretical and the experimental values, with the experimental values taken 
a s  the basis.  The agreement is  considered good if this e r r o r  i s  within 107'0, 
fair  i f  between 107'0 and 207'0, and poor i f  g rea ter  than 2070. 
It i s  seen from this comparison, and f rom Figures 4 and 5,  that the 
agreement between theory and experiment i s  generally better in the case  of 
bending modes than in the longitudinal modes.  There i s  a particularly 
significant lack of agreement in the second and third longitudinal Booster 
modes. Also, the theoretical frequencies tend to be somewhat higher than 
the experimental values (except in the case  of the second Orbiter bending 
mode, where the theoretical and experimental curves c ross  each other). 
Table V. A compares the theoretical and experimental frequencies 
for the coupled empty-tank condition. In t e r m s  of the comparison index 
mentioned above, the agreement is good for the f i r s t  six modes,  and poor 
for  the next three higher modes. It is  obvious that above the sixth mode, 
the relatively simple analytical model is no longer adequate to describe 
the motion of the system, 
@-@ EXP, LONGB-BUDINAL DOMINANT 
PROPiLhANi  DEPTH, k i il 2954 
F I G U R E  4 - - U N C O U P L E D  B O O S T E R  N A T U R A L  FREQUENCIES 
PROPELLANT DEPTH , h 1 l 
2955 
T A E L E  IV. - - - A G R E E M E N T  INDEX FOR DEGOUPLED MODELS 
BOOSTER 
Mode Number Mode F o r m  Agreement 
1 1st  bending Good 
2 1 s t  longitudinal F a i r  
3 2nd bending Good 
4 2nd longitudinal Poor  
5 3rd longitudinal Poor  
ORBITER 
Mode Number Mode F o r m  
1 1 s t  bending 
2 I s t  longitudinal 





Figure 6 compares " i h e  theoretical and experimental f r ~ q ~ r e n c i e s  for 
the coupled ~ o o s t e r / O s b i t e r  system for full Orbiter and various Booster 
propellant levels, The two lowest modes, approximately constant at  
15 Hz and 70 Hz, represent  modes in which the Booster and Orbiter act  
essentially as  rigid bodies, but vibrate relative to  each other through the 
torsional coupling spring and the la teral  coupling spring, respectively. The 
third mode is  dominantly Booster bending, while the fourth mode i s  the 
remaining rigid body mode, with relative Booster / Orbiter motion res i s ted  
through the longitudinal coupling spring. The fifth and sixth modes exchange 
motions of dominantly Orbiter bending and Booster longitudinal motion. 
, Above this,  the discrepanies become quite large.  
Additional resul ts  a r e  shown in  Tables V. B and V. C where f r e -  
quencies a r e  given for the case  of a solid-like fluid. A mixture of soil and 
flour was used to produce a substance having a bulk specific gravity of 1. 0. 
Only the f i r s t  two modes remained relatively unaltered, while most  higher 
modes disappeared. Apparently, considerablymore damping was displayed 
by this mixture than experienced with water.  Thus, in this case  a better 
study of the effects of liquid rather  than solid propellant simulation could 
have been obtained f rom the analytical model. 
In Tables V. D and V. E ,  resul ts  a r e  given for alternate positions of 
the Orbiter on the Booster,  when all  tanks werefull.:: Inthese cases  the 
difference was surprisingly small. Other such resu l t s  a t  various liquid 
levels would be highly desirable . 
It appears  reasonable to conclude that the liquid propellant models, 
as  derived, provide only a fair  overall prediction of frequencies for the 
decoupled models and a somewhat better prediction for the coupled case.  
However, possibilities for refinement of the models can immediately be 
considered. For  example, the use of additional modes for the longitudinal 
liquid model could v e r y  likely improve the resul ts  a t  the higher frequencies. 
A better estimation of joint compliances in the s t ruc tura l  model would a l so  
help. 
Finally, Figure 7 shows an instability that occurs  in the system for  
both Orbiter and Booster full and excitation through the sys tem center of 
gravity at  453 Hz. The oscilloscope t races  show only the pulsating envelope 
of the high frequency responses.  The origin o r  cause of this type of 
instability remains to be investigated. However, inspection of the liquid 
surfaces showed no apparent slosh coupling with the low frequency pulsation, 
even though it was near  the frequency for those modes. 
:::Because of the coupling deslgn, l t  was subsequently deterimlned that these  resul ts  
include the effects of the indicated amount of Orbiter position change,  a s  well as 
effects  of an undetermined amount of variation in the coupling sprlngs K ( ~ ) ,  ~ ( ~ 1 ,  
and Sg. 
TABLE VV, - -NATIJRAL, FREQUENCIES FOR SPA.CE 
SHUTTLE VEHICLE MODEL 
A. All Tanks Empty  
(Orbi ter  Posit ion c = 7. 87 in. ) 
Theore t ica l  (Hz) Mode 
Good Tors iona l  Coupling 
Good L a t e r a l  Coupling 
Good Boos te r  Bending 
Good Longitudinal Coupling 
Good Orb i t e r  Bending 
Good Boos te r -Orb i te r  Bending 
P o o r  
P o o r  
P o o r  
P o o r  
B. Boos te r  and Orb i t e r  h/B = 0. 983 - Granular  Propel lant  
(Orbi ter  Posi t ion c = 7.87 in. ) 
Exper imenta l  (Hz) Mode 
T o r  sional  Coupling 
L a t e r a l  Coupling 
C. Boos te r  and Orb i t e r  h/B = 0. 5 17 - Granular  Prope l lan t  
(Orbi ter  Posi t ion c = 7. 87 in. ) 
Exper imenta l  (Hz) Mode 
Tors iona l  Coupling 
L a t e r a l  Coupling 
TABLE V, - -NATURAL FREQUENCIES FOR SPACE 
SHUTTLE VEHICLE MODEL (Cont'd) 
D. All Tanks Ful l  
(Orbiter Position c = 4. 06 in. ) 
Experimental  (Hz) 
E. All Tanks Fu l l  
(Orbiter Position c = 11. 69 in. ) 
Experimental  (Hz) 
Mode 
Torsional Coupling 





Latera l  Coupling 
Booster Bending 
Booster Longitudinal 
ORBITER DEPTH - FULL 
ORBITER POS1TtON - c = 7.87 in .  I 
F I G U R E  6 ,  - - N A T U R A L  F R E Q U E N C I E S  F O R  S P A C E  
S H U T T L E  VEHICLE; M O D E L  
Top Boos te r  
Longitudinal 
Acce le ra t ion  
Top Boos te r  2.8 g 
L a t e r a l  
Acce le ra t ion  
Bottom Boos te r  -f 1.8 g 
- Longitudinal 
Acce le ra t ion  
T 0.1 psig 
Bottom Boos t e r  
P r e s s u r e  
Cti 
0.1 s ec .  
rn 
Top Boos te r  
L a t e r a l  
Acce le ra t ion  
Top Orb i t e r  0.5 g  
Longitudinal 
Acce le ra t ion  1 0.5 g  
Top Orb i t e r  
L a t e r a l  
Acce le ra t ion  3 0.1 psig 
1,ower Orb i te r  
P r e s s u r e  
F I G U R E  7. - -SPACE SHUTZ'IJE V E E l I G L E  MOEEL, INSTABILITY 
SUGGESTEL? FURTI-IER STUDIES 
The resul ts  of this study indicate. that a verv effective, yet ra ther  
simple model of a typical space shuttle sys tem has been developed, whereby 
many potential problems can be studied. Desirable steps to follow in this  
process  a r e  a s  follows: 
(1) Minor refinement of the analytical model is  in order .  This can  
be done by incorporating higher longitudinal liquid modes and 
getting better estimates of effective spring constants. 
( 2 )  The analytical model should be used to compute resu l t s  for a 
wide variety of parameters  including other Booster-Orbiter 
liquid depth combinations, Orbi ter  positions, coupling springs,  
etc. The assumption of solid propellants can easily be made 
and resul ts  determined f rom the analytical model. Some experi-  
ments should be performed to verify select cases  of the resu l t s .  
( 3 )  Experimental t ransfer  functions should be run between various 
response points and the excitation. A better description of 
coupling between longitudinal and la te ra l  motions would resu l t ,  
Various gimbal angles on the excitation should be used along 
with this. 
(4) The present  analytical model incorporates motion only in the 
plane of symmetry or system pitch plane. Experiments should 
be conducted to determine sys tem response for both yaw and rol l  
excitation. The derivation of an  analytical model for these types 
of motion is  also appropriate. 
(5)  The origin of the pulsating instability should be identified and its  
significance explored. 
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APPENDIX A 
REVISED BEAM EQUATIONS 
E N D  MOMENT AND SHLZAR EQUATIONS FOR BEAlv4-LJKE 
THIN-WALLED CIRGULAR. TlJRES 
Based on the l inear  membrane theory, the governing equations for 
beam-like, thin-walled circular  cylinder following the sign convention shown 
in Figure A-I(a) a r e  given by ( re f ,  8 )  
where 
V = net shearing force on a c ross  section 
M = net moment on a c r o s s  section 
4 = measure  of net rotation 
Ei = modulus of elasticity 
Gi = shear  modulus 
Ji = moment of iner t ia  of the cylinder c r o s s  section 
Ri = radius of the cylinder 
6 = thickness of cylinder wall 
x = displacement in x-direction 
T1-le general deformation of a beam- like thin-walled cylinder subjected 
. \  
to end moments  ~ ( ' 1 ,  ) and end shea r  v ( ~ ) ,  di '1 [see  F igu re  A - I ( ~ ) ]  
I-nay be represented.  by an equivalent cant i lever  bearr~ subjected to equivalent 
end moment  MR and end s h e a r  VR s e e  Figtire A - ~ ( b ) ] ,  with the conditions: 
Original  Undeformed Posi t ion 
( a )  F r e e  body d i a g r a m  of deformed (ne t )  
cyl indr ical  she l l  sect ion between s ta t ions  
( i -1)  and i. 
(b)  Equivalent cant i lever  cyl inder  subjected 
to  end moment  and s h e a r  
( c )  Cant i lever  cylinder subjected t o  end 
moment  
I 
(d)  Cant i lever  cyl inder  subjected t o  end 
shear ing  f o r c e  
3068 
F I G U R E  A I .  - SIGN CONVENTION F O R  BENDING LOADS 
If we decompose the deformation of the equivalent cantilever beam 
into that due to end moment MR only and that due to end shear  VR only 
[ s e e  Figure A - ~ ( d ) ] ,  the governing equations (A. 1 to A. 4) writ ten for  the 
two cases  a r e  
(1 ) Due to MR alone 
( 2 )  Due to VR alone 
dx" 
- -  - - + " +  VR 
d z nRi6iGi 
(A* 7 )  
(A. 8 )  
(A. 10) 
(A.  11) 
(A. 12) 
(A.  13) 
(A.  14) 
Solving the above two se ts  of equations with proper boundary conditions 
one obtains 
(A ,  15)  
Substitution of Equations (A. 15) to (A. 18) into the following equations 
and solving f o r  MR andVR, there resu l t s  
where 
Using Equations (A. 2 1 ) and (A. 22), one obtains 
A, 5 
(a. r 6) 
( A .  17)  
( A .  18)  
( A .  19)  
( A .  20 )  
( A . 2 1 )  
( A .  22 )  
( A .  23 )  
( A .  24 )  
(A,  25) 
where 
(A. 27) 
NOW wri t ing ML = M ( ~ ) ,  MR = M ( i t l )  VR = V(i) . V ( i + l ) ,  andusing 
Equations (A. 5 )  and (A. 6), the  end moments  and end s h e a r  of the o r ig ina l  
beam sect ion a r e  obtained 
2Eig i  
= - [3(xi  + - xi) + 1 i(2Ai+i + BiOi + 1 ) I  (A. 28)  2 l i N i  
2 ~ ~ 9 ~  
M(i + 1 )  = 
2 [ 3(xi + 1 - xi) + 1 i(2Ai9i + 1 + Bi+i)I (A.  29) BiNi 
v(i) - v(i + 1 )  6Eigi  
- 
- 
3 [ 2 ( x i t 1  - xi)  +Pi (+ i  + + i t l ) l  (A. 30)  l i N i  





3 ~ .  Q 
i i 
Ai 1 = 1 +  = Correct ion factor in modified beam ( h r ) 2 n ~ i 6 i ~ i  theory for thin-walled beam-like 
cylinders (i = 1 , 3 , 5 , 7 ,  no summation) 
= Correct ion factor in modified beam 
theory for  thin-walled beam-like 
cylinders 
Symbol 
ADDITIONAL NOMENGLA'L' URE (Lont 'd)  
= 1 -  6E i J i  
i3 = Correct ion factor in modified beam 2 (Qi  - Li) 1~Ri6iGi theory for  thin-walled beam-like 
cylinders 
= Correct ion factor ar is ing f rom 
modified beam theory 
Svmbol 
ADDTTTQNATI, NOMENCLATURE (Gont 'd)  
Definition 
= Correction factor ar is ing from 
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C O M P U T E R  PROGRAM 
The cornprztrr pyogram consis ts  of a main program SHUTTLE 
together with eight function and subroutine subprograms.  The purpose of 
SHUTTLE i s  to accept input daf-a: compute cer ta in  constant data,  generate 
and manipulate the requis i te  m a t r i c e s  and se t  up the final ma t r ix  for the 
computation of eigenvalues and ordered  printout of frequencies.  SHUTTLE 
has one basic  option, viz . ,  whether the Booster and Orbi te r  tanks a r e  a l l  
empty o r  whether a l l  tanks contain liquid. The input data required of SHUTTLE 
a r e  l is ted below: 
Mathematical  Symbol I FORTRAN Symbol I Me ani ng 
I 
Constant, = 4. 375 ( s e e  
footnote) 
RHO(1) , I = 1, 3, 5, 7 Density of liquids in each 
of the four tanks 
KCAPl 
HI(1) , I = 1, 3 , 5 , 7  
I Longitudinal spr ing con-  
I stant of lower Booster  system,  = 3.48Et05  
Height of liquids in  each 
of the four tanks 
footnote: as i s  the distance f r o m  the lower support  of the strongback to the 
location of the coupling spring.  




E S  
Tank code, = 0. 0 if a l l  
tanks empty; = 1. 0 i f  a l l  
tanks contain liquid 
Coupling parameter ,  = 0. 0 
for  uncoupled Boos t e r /  
Orbi ter ;  = 3. OE+07 fo r  
coupled Boos te r /Orbi te r  
The input o r d e r  is KEO(I) ,  AS, HI.(S), K C A P I ,  TANK, ES. The 
f o r m a t  i s  (8F10.  O), s o  that  two c a r d s  pe r  c a s e  are requ i red .  
The names and purposes of the eight subprograms a r e  given below: 




SRTCYC Sor t s  eigenvalues in  ascending o r d e r  
and converts  to Hz 
eigenvectors) of r e a l  nonsymmetric 
MATINV 
Computes cosh(x) 
Multiplies two ma t r i ce s  AA and BB 




P r i n t s  m a t r i c e s  (call  to MPRINT 
optional) 
Computes Io(x) and I l (x )  
PRBGRAK S k L I T I L E  ( I N P I J T , ~ I J ? P U T ~ T B P E ~ ~ P N P U T )  
REAL 'UN\, ' tNh2t NhN6 
4EAL 11, I2t  I 3 r l 5 , I h t  I ~ , L ~ , L ~ , L ~ ~ L ~ , L ~ ~ L ~ ~ L S ~ J U P ~ I ~ U P ~ ,  JUP3tJUP4, 
* I S I L L ~ * Y I ~ T I P T D A ~ J ~ T R ~ J R ~ G I M S T H , K € A P ~ I K G ~ P ~ ~ K C A P ~ ~  
3 < C A P ~ , K C A Q ~ I K C A P ~ , Y U P ~ ~ K U P ~ I K U P ~ ~ K U P ~ I K U P ~ , K ~ P ~ ~ K U P ~ I K B U P ~ ~  
4 ~ 4 U P 4 l K ~ t K 3 , ~ 5 ~ K 7 r K ~ i t K H 3 , K T 1 , K B 7 K T l ~ K T 3 ~ K T 5 ~ K T 7 ~ N U ~ K F r K ~ B ~  
5 \l!ST,\ !JAL,MhSSo 
ti L<;,gq,Khl 
C*ut i *  
D I M E !  SI0h A A A ( ~ I ~ ) ~ B E T A ( ~ I ~ ) I N N ( N ( ~ ~ ~ ) ~ ~ ~ J B ( ~ * ~ )  
QIVE' 610% C Y c ( 4 0 1 2 )  
0 1 M E G S I O h  L L ( ~ ) I D E L ( ~ ) ~ N U ( ~ ) , E E ( ~ ) , R W ~ ( ~ ) , H ~ ( ~ ) , Q A R R ( ~ Q I ~ O ~ I  
1 " A S S ( ~ ~ , ~ O ) ~ F ( ~ ) I A N S ( ~ ~ ) I T ~ ( ~ ~ ) , T ( ~ O ) , P D U C T ( ~ O ~ ~ ~ ) , ~ ( ~ ~ ~  
* K C R ( ~ ) I M S T R ( ~ ) I M T D A ( ~ ) , J R I C ( ~ ) ~ J R ~ G ( ~ ) I M T ( ~ ) ~ M M ( V ) ~ K P ( ~ ) ,  
* ~ A R R ( ~ ~ , ~ O ) , A R R ( ~ O , ~ O ) , G A R R ( ~ O ~ ~ )  
9 0 0  F O R Y A T ( Y F ~ S , B )  
5C0 FORMtTC l k O 3 9 X 1  $OUI ' JPUT  D A T A / / ~ X I  
(I * RHO1 = r E 1 3 , 4 , 4 X l u  RHO3 s a E 1 3 , 4 1 4 X r Q  RHO5 maEIS14,4X,  
e * R H O 9  = @ E 1 3 , 4 1 / 5 X r  
ti * Ut =*E13 ,4 ,4X , *  M 3  a*E;3,414Xt* HT = r E l 3 , l t Q X 1  
* r W7 = * E 1 3 , 4 , / 5 X 1  
ti n A S  =aEj ,3 ,4 ,4X1# K C A P I ~ * E ~ ~ , ~ I ~ X I *  ES s a E 1 3 1 4 1  
55G FORKAT( i L 4 i  ) 
600 F Q ~ M ~ T ( ~ H ( J ~ B X ~ $ ~ ~ R O ~  FREQUENCY// 
* 4 ( ) ( 3 9 X 1 F 2 ~ 0 , 1 X f i E 1 0 1 2 1 / ) )  
90 C O N T I  NIIE 
Csu t i a  ZERO A L L  ELENEUPS 
JC04p 
J R g 4 0  
QO 5 l@i,dR 
00 5 J o i n  JC 
A R R ( I I J ) ~ Q , O  
C A R R ( I I J ) L ~ ~ O  
DARR(1,J) 'G10 
Y A S S ( I 1 J ) s  0 1 0  
PDIII)T( 1 I J )  ~ 0 t O  
Q A R R ( l r J ) X  0 1 0  
5 CONTl VLlE 
C 
C * r o r  0PTIOU.S DESIRED FROM ElGENVALUE SUBROUTINE 
C 
h.'xxm49 
1 J ' J l n 2 2  
T O L a 1  I E m 9  
P I  + 5 ,1415927  
'\IIOPT. O 
V 2 0 P T a  Q 
M A X I T r 9 0  
VDEC = 2 
C 
6 PATA SThTEMENTS FOR PQOCRAM CONSTANTS 
Cmore, 
DATA G s T I c A L / ~ , ~ E ~ , ~ , E ~ /  
DATA A ' , J , ~ ? , E w , L ~ / ~ , O , % , Q , ~ ~ ~ E " ~ ~ ' I ~ /  
nAT4  ~ ~ ~ u ~ t 8 ~ E / 2 ~ 2 5 ~ 5 ~ 0 ~ 7 ~ E 1 7 5 ~ 5 1 0 1 i ~ O ~  
D A T A  4 0 1 R ~ ~ ~ ~ r 8 2 t 0 % r ~ 4 / 5 ~ ~ t S ~ h l t i ~ 1 . ~ E J ~ i ~ 5 ~ % + % 2 ~ t 8 a ~ 7 5 i  
7 A T b  E i r E 2 ~ ~ 9 r ~ 5 r E B , ~ 7 / 2 ' ~ E 7 1 % t E 9 t 2 ~ ~ E 7 ~ ~ * 1 a E 7 /  
nATG E ? I P ~ , E I I P ~ , E U P S , E U P ~ ~ E U P ~ / J @ $ , E ~ ~ ~ * ~ , ~ E ~ /  
n a r a  i ~ : f 2 : ~ S ~ ~ 5 : i B l ~ T / ~ C 4 i i 7 ~ 4 . Q C 9 F , ~ ~ ~ b J ~ ~ 8 4 5 7 T ~ ~ ~ 4 ~ 9 3 4 ~ O 8 8 4 5 7 7 ~  
3ATA L ~ r L 2 , L 3 r L 5 , b 6 r L 9 t L § / 1 5 ~ 1 7 t 1 1 9 ~ t 8 t E S 1 b ~ t 6 t 5 ~ 8 ~ 7 5 /  
?ATA J ~ ~ 1 ~ J U P 2 r ~ U P 3 ~ J V P 4 / 2 ~ ~ 7 5 E ~ 1 1 3 f i 0 6 O E ~ 2 , 2 ~ 1 7 5 E ~ l 1 l t O 2 0 E ~ 2 /  
nATA A Q P $ , A U P Z , A U P ~ / , ~ ~ ~ $ I  I 9 5 9 5 , t b 8 9 5 /  
QATA A U ~ ~ , A U P ~ ~ A C A P S / ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ O * O O O I I O ~ ~ ~ /  




DATA ( L L (  1 )tl=ir7)/15t,7,1151tOt18,5,6~,815/ 
qAVA ( ~ ~ ~ ( ~ ) , I = $ ~ 7 ) / 0 ~ , 0 . ~ 2 6 ~ ~ , 1 ~ 3 6 1 0 ~ 1 , ~ 6 /  
DATA (D~L(1)11'1,7)/5,E~312t5E~215gE~3tO,019,84E=3t2tE~219184E~3/ 
PATA ( E E ( ~ ) ~ I ~ ~ , ~ ) / ~ ~ ~ O ~ I ~ ~ ~ E ~ , Q ~ I ~ ~ F : ~ I O ~ I ~ I E Y ~  
C  
Cacrnu [JEAs I &  THE CASE CONSTANTS 
READ ~ ~ ~ I ( H H O ( I ) I I ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ ) , A S I ( W ~ ~ I ~ ~ I = ~ I ~ I Z ) I K ~ A ? ~ I T A ~ K I E S  
IFtEOFt6)702155 
55 C O k T l N J E  
CALL s E c n N r ( x )  
I F ( T A ~ K l ' d E , O I O ) G 0  PO 3 0 0 1  
00 9 F 5  1 8 3 , 7 1 2  
9 0 3  KCB(l)~2t*PI~R(I)*EEtI)"DEL(I)/LL(O 






K 1 = K 3 = K 5 = & 7 = 3 8 0  
K T $ = Y T ~ ~ K T S : K T ~ ~ O , O  
K R ~ = Y B ~ = K ~ ~ : K B ~ : Q , ~  
MT l=HTZ~HT9.WT7=0+0  




J R z ~ C n 2 4  
J I  $14 
3001 CONTIWUE 
C e * r o  COYPUYEB DATA 
YR = A ~ J P ~ * E U P S / B  
YW 4 (TO+AW*EW)/LW 
<UP1 s ( A U P 1 e E U P i ) / L I  * I  4 
KUP2 9 ( A U P 2 * E U P 2 l / L 2  * 1 4  
YUP3 a ( A U P 3 r E U P 3 ) / C  * , 4  
KBUP9s ( A U P 3 * E U P 3 ) / ( L S e C )  * 1 4  
YUP4 3 (AUP4*EUPd) /D  a 1 4  
KBUP4e ( 4 U P 4 * E U P 4 ) / ( L 6 m D )  4+,4 
YUP5 a KR*KW/(KR+Kk) 
KUP6 8 A C A P S @ E S * L S / ( A S * ~ L S - A S ) )  * 1 2  
KUP7 I ~,QLS*IS*LSQ*S/(AS@*~*(LS*AS)**~) *!it46
Sb  = 4r~BS*IS*IS/(ASc(LSwAS~~ @ , 8 9 6  
I P f T A h K , E Q , Q t Q I C O  PO 4 0 0 6  
00 l a 0  t ~ 3 8 7 r 2  
A R G  @ P1&9(11/(2~rHI(E)) 
CALL BESN!S!4RGt2rANS! 
F ( I ) ~ [ ( ~ , ~ P ~ ) ~ A N S ( ~ ) ~ ! ~ ( P I @ R ( S ) * ~ N S ~ ~ ) ~ ! ~ ~ ~ ~ M ! ( ! ) ) ~  
K c B ( I ) ~ % a ~ ~ I ~ R ( l l r E E ~ I ~ * p ! E ~ ~ I ~ ! ~ 1 , I , I ! ~ - N U t ! ~ * @ ~ ~ H I ~ ! ~ !  
K $ ( ~ ) S ( ~ , * P I ~ R ~ I ~ ~ F E ~ I ~ * ~ E ~ ( I ) / W I ( ~ ) ) " ~ ~ V S ~ ~ ) / ~ ( P ~ * R ( ! ) * A N S ( ~ ) ) /  
1 ( 2 8 * d I ( I l ) ) ) * * 2  
I D O  C 0 h ' T l  &IlE 
C * * a o  C A L C G L A T I B N S  FOR F ( 1 ) c  K C B ( 1 ) t  K B i ,  K P ( I ) t  K 1  
ARG P I  * R B / ( 2 r * M l ( j , ) )  
C A L L  ~ E s ~ ~ S ( R R G , ~ , A ~ S )  
F ( 1 ) n  ( ( ~ * / P ~ ) * A ~ V S ( % ) ) / ( ( P I * R B * A ' J S ( ~ ) ) / ( ~ , * H I ( ~ ) ) )  
KCR(h)~KtAQP/($~*NUST*F(1)) 
K B l = ' ~ J S T * K C B (  1 )@F( 1) 
K P ( I ) ~ ( ~ ~ * K C B ( ~ ) * ( L ~ ~ N L ~ S T * * ~ * H ! ( ~ ) ) / M I ( P ) )  
1 *(A\,S(~)/((PI*RB*ANS(~))/(~IQHI(~))))"*~ 
K$:KP(3 ) = N u S T a K C R (  I ) * F (  I ) + N U S T * * 2 * K C B (  i ) * F t 1 ) * * 2  
DO 2 f i 0  J = i r  7 1  2  
ARG P I * R ( J ) / ( 2 a * d I ( J ) )  
C A L L  R E R Y ~ S ~ A R C ~ ~ ~ A N S )  
V T ( J ) a  P I * q ( d ) @ * 2 & H I ( J ) * R H B ( J )  
M M ( J ) s  ib,/(P~~*2)*((AVS(2)PYT(J))/(Pl*R~J)*ANS(i)/(2~*H!(d)))) 
2 0 0  CQNTIYUE 
(;,sea C A L C ~ J L A T E  THE K C A P  
K C A P 2 1 7 , 1 B E 3  
KCAPT 3 ( I I * Q U ( 3 ) * F ( 3 ) ) & K C B ( 3 )  
YCAP9 4 ( I r - N u ( S ) * F ( 3 ) ) * K C B ( 9 )  
YCAP6 2,rPI*RO@E4*DEL(6)/L6g930 
KCAQV a ( I , - & U t 7 ) * k ( 7 ) ) + K C B ( 7 )  
C a a r o  CALCIJLATE THE SMALL K S  AND KBS 
K3 F K P ( J ) - N U ( ~ ) * K C B ( ~ ) * F ( ~ ~ + N U ( ~ ) ~ * ~ Q K C @ ( ~ ~ * F ( ~ ) * * ~  
~5 a K P ( ~ ) ~ N U ( ~ ) * K C B ( ~ ) * F ( ~ ) + N U ( ~ ) @ Q ~ * K C B ( S ) , F ( ~ ) * * ~  
K 7  E K P ( ~ ) - N U ( ~ ) * K C B ( ~ ) * F ( ~ ) * ~ ~ U ( I ) R * ~ * K C R ~ ~ ) * ~ ( ~ ) * * ~  
Y B S =  Y U ( ? ) ~ K C B ( ~ ) * F ( ~ )  
K85a N U ( S ) ~ K C B ( S ) * F ( S )  
K R 9 =  Y U ( ~ ) ~ K C B ( Y ) ~ F ( ~ )  
Caoao CALCIJLATE  DATA FOR MASS MATRtX  
30 910 1 3 1 , 4 1 2  
ARG @ 1 ~ 8 4 @ ~ l ( I ) / R ( I )  
MTD4(l)n~T(I)fl(I)/(212*H1(I))*TANW(ARG) 
MsTR( I ) a + ' T (  I ) a M T D A ( I )  
J R I C ( I ) E ~ T ( I ) * R ( I ) @ * ~ * ( ~ , / ~ ~ * ( Y ~ ( I ) / R ( I ) ) * * ~ * ~ ~ ) / ~ ~  
300 CONTIUUE 
ARG=$ ,B4*H I  ( l . ) / R (  1 )  
H T % = ~ ~ ( ~ ) ~ R ( ~ ) / , Q ~ * Y A N H ( ~ ~ ~ * W ! ( ~ I / R ( ~ ) )  
K T ~ ~ ' ~ T ( ~ ~ * G / ~ ~ ~ ~ O ~ H ~ ~ $ ~ ~ Q ~ T A N U ( A R G ) ) ~ P ~  
u S T 1 ~ n l ( l ) - M T t i ) *  H l ( l ) / ( 2 , * M S T R ( t ) )  
1 * ( H ~ ( X ) - W T ~ ) @ M T D A ~ I ) / M S T R ( ~ . )  
J ~ T R ( $ ) B J R ~ G ( I ) + M T ( ~ ) @ ( H ! ( I ) / ~ ~ ) * , ~  = M T ( ~ ) * R ( a ) * * 2 / 2 ~ * ( ~ 9 9 9 ,  
1 ~ , ~ R ( ~ ) / H ~ ( ~ ) ~ ~ ( ~ , ~ ~ ~ C ~ S C W ( A R G ) ~ ~ , ~ ~ ) / S I N C M ( A R G ) ) ) - M S T R ( ~ ) ~ ( H ! ( ~ )  
2 = M S T i ) ~ ~ 2  rn M t D A ( l l @ ( W ! ( i I * H T i ) r * 2  
A R G ~ z ~ B ~ * H ~ ( ~ ) / R ~ ~ )  
H T ~ ~ ~ ~ ( ~ ) = R ( ~ ) / ~ ~ Z * T A N H ( , ~ ~ * W I ~ ~ ) / R ( ~ ) )  
K T ~ = ~ ' ~ ( % ) @ G / ( ~ ~ I Q Q H I ( ~ ) ) ~ ( T A N H ( A R G ) ) * * ~  
H s T ~ E H I ( ~ ) ~ M T ( ~ ) @  HI(3) / ( 2 , * & 8 T R ( 3 ) )  
1 + ( H I ( ~ ) - H T ~ ) * M P D A ~ ~ , / M S T R ( ~ )  
J S T R ( S ) ~ J R I C ~ ~ ) * ~ T I ~ ~ ~ ( H I ( ~ ) / ~ ~ ) * Q ~ ~ M T ~ ~ ~ * ~ ( ~ ) * Q Z ~ ~ ~ ~ ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
1 ~ , * Q ( ~ ) / ~ ~ ~ ~ ) * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Q C D S C W ( ~ R C ) * & I ~ ~ ) / S ~ N ~ H ( A R G ) ) ) - M S T R ( ~ ) * ( H ! ( ~ ~  
2-WST3)**4 = Y T D A ( S 1 * ( H ! ( S ) = W T 3 ) r u 2  
A R C P ~ , G ~ ~ H ~ ( ~ ) / W ( % )  
K T ~ s ~ ' T ( s ) & ; / ( ~ , % P ~ ~ ! ~ ~ ) ~ * ~ I ~ V W I A Q C ! ~ @ @ ~  
~ S P ? ? Z I - ! ( + I - Y $ ( ~ ! ~  H I t 5 )  / [ 2 : * Y S T A ! 5 ) ?  
1 + ( k I ( 5 ) - k i P 5 ) * ~ 7 ~ A ( 5 ) / U S T F i t 5 )  
J S T R ~ 5 ) = J R ~ ~ ( 9 ) + ~ ~ T ( 5 ) * ( ~ ~ ( 5 ) / 2 , ) * * 2 - M T ~ 4 , ) * R ( 5 ) * * 2 / 2 , * ( ~ , 9 9 5 -  
1 2 r ~ ~ - t 5 ) / ~ ~ ( 5 ) * ( ( 1 t 0 7 * C O ~ C ~ ( 4 R G ~ ~ 1 ~ O 7 ) / S ! N C H ( A R 6 ) ) ) ~ ~ S T ~ ( 5 ) * ( H I ( 5 )  
2 n H b T k ) * * Z  a r J T D ~ ( S ) * ( ~ l ( 5 ) e Y T 5 ) * * 2  
A ? G = 1 , 8 A u H I  ( 9 ) / R ( 7 )  
~ T 7 = + I ( 7 ) ~ 4 ( 7 ) / , Q 2 @ T A U W ( l ~ 2 * r l I ~ 7 ) / R ( 7 ) )  
~ T ~ = ' T ( ~ ) * Z / ( ~ I ~ ~ * H I ( ~ ) ) * ( T A V H ( A R G ) ) @ * ~  
d S 7 7 g H 1 ( 7  ) W I P I T ( ~ ) *  H I ( 7 )  / ( 2 t * M S P H ( 7 ) )  
1 + ( H ! ( ~ ) F H T ~ ) * M T ~ A ( ~ ) / M S T R ( ~ )  
J S T H ( 9 ) ~ ~ ~ 1 G ( 3 ) + Y T ( 7 ) s ( # I ( 7 ) / 2 ~ ) * * 2 ~ ~ T ( 7 ) * ~ ( 7 ) * * 2 / 2 ~ @ ( ~ t 9 9 5 ~  
1 ~ ~ * " ( ~ ) / ~ I ( ~ ) * ( ( ~ ~ Q ~ * C O S C H ( A R G ) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) / S I N ~ H ( A R G ) ) ) - M S T R ( ~ ~ * ( H ~ ( ~ )  
2 - H S T 7 ) * * %  s Y T D A ( ~ ) * ( # ! ( ~ ) - H T ~ ) ~ ~  
4CC1 C O h l l  l PiliE 
C 
C CQHPl TEQ D A T A  F09 FACTORS OF M U L T I P L I C A T I O N  
I F ( T ~ U ~ , E O 8 B 8 0 ) G O  T  2999 
I F ( W T 1 l G C , * S T 1 ) G @  TO 2 9 9 9  
e 
C !EVERTED CASE H T i  LT WSfO 
C INVERTED BOOSTER 
f, 
B E T A ( 1 8 1 ) 8  3 , * E E ( % ) * I l / (  H T 1 * * 2 * P l * R ( l ) * D E b ( l ) * G S T )  
R E T b ( 3 1 1 ) a  3 , * E E ( 3 ) * ! 3 / (  MT3**2*PI@R(%)*DEb(3)*CST) 
R E T A ( 1 # 2 ) =  ~ , * E E ~ ~ ) * ~ ~ / ( ( H S T ~ - H T ~ ~ @ * ~ * P I @ R ( ~ ) * D E ~ ( ~ ) * G ~ T )  
R E T A ( 5 8 2 ) "  ~ , * E E ( ~ ) * ~ ~ / ( ( H s T ~ - ~ T ~ ) * * ~ * ~ I * R ( ~ ) ~ E L ( ~ ) * G S T )  
H E T A ( I e 3 ) E  38aEE(3)@11/((bl-HSTl)~*2*PII*R(3)*BEL(1)*GST) 
R E T A ( 3 , 3 ) =  ~ , ~ E E ( ~ ) @ I ~ / ( ( L ~ - W S T ~ ) ~ O ~ * P ~ @ R ( ~ ) * D E L ( ~ ) ~ G S T )  
C 
C INVERTED ORB I TER 
c 
I F ( H ~ ~ ~ G F * u S I S ) G O  T O  4002 
R & T A ( S , 1 ) =  3 o * E E ( 5 ) * 1 5 / (  HTS*e2*Pl~Rt5)*DEb(5)@GAb) 
B E T A ( 7 , 1 ) =  S t @ E E ( 9 ) * f 7 / (  W T 7 * * 2 * p l * R t 7 ) * D E C ( 7 ) * G b L )  
R E T A ( S t 2 ) "  ~ , * E E ( ~ ) * ~ ~ / ( ( W S T ~ = M T ~ ) * * ~ * P I @ R ~ ~ ) * O E L ( ~ ) ~ G A L )  
H E T A ( 7 , 2 ) =  ~ , Q F E ~ ~ ) @ ! ~ / ( ( H S T ~ ~ H T ~ ) Q * ~ @ ~ I * R ( ~ ) ~ D E L ( ~ ) * G A L )  
R E T A ( 5 t 5 ) "  ~ , * E E ( ~ ) * ~ ~ / ( ( L ~ - H ~ T ~ ~ * Q ~ * P ~ ~ R ( S ) * D F ; L ( ~ ) * G A L )  
9 E T A ( 7 1 f j +  3 8 * E ~ ~ 7 ) * 1 7 / ( ( L 7 - ~ S T 7 ) * ~ 2 ~ P ! ~ R ( 7 ) a D E L ( ~ ) @ G A ~ )  
G0 TP 4 U 0 3  
c 
2 9 9 9  C Q h T I Y U E  
C  REGULAR CASE H T 1  GT H S T l  
P 
GETP b " 4 , * t E ( 7 ) * ! 5 / ( ~ 6 * * 2 * P I ( t H ( 3 * n E L I b ) * G r ? 1 , )  
- 9 9  1 = 2 , 7 , 2  
'70 9 '  J = ! t _ T  
' N h ( l r J )  = 1, + 4 , * f l t T b ( I , J )  
A A A ( I , J )  " 1 8  + Y E T A ( 1 ,  J )  
ZBP(I,J) a i, 2 1 # d E T A ( ! t J )  
9$ CC]%Tl JL!k 
h V h 2  = 1, 4 4 ,  a HFTAL2  
41Nh6 = 1 ,  * 4 ,  * 8 E T t u 6  
b A A 2  = 1, A RETA:d2 
A O h 6  = 1, + t3EiAVb 
kBI12 = ;, n P I  a BETAk2 
PBB6 = 11 s 2 ,  BETAU6 
C 
C l rn r t t  F I L L  THE P * ' ? A T R I X  (MASS) W I T H  I T S  hONnZERQ ELEMEYTS 
c 
~ ~ A S S ( l , l ) = ' ~ A S S ( 1 7 , 1 7 ) ~ 8 e 2 9 l E ~ 2  
" A S 5 ( 2 , 2 ) '  A S S f 1 8 , i R ) = i ~ 7 6 8 € ~ 2  
Y A S S ( 3 t 3 ) :  i A S S ( 1 9 r 1 9 ) = 3 * 3 3 4 E - 2  
Y A S S ( ~ ~ ~ ) = ' A S S ( ~ ~ ~ ~ O ) = ~ V Q ~ ~ M  
M A S S ( 5 1 % ) " ~ i A S S ( 2 1 , 2 h ) = ~ t 7 1 9 E - 3  
" ~ S S ( h r b ) = " S S ( 2 2 r 2 2 ) 5 4 1 7 5 5 E * 3  
M ~ S S ( 7 , 7 ) ~ b 1 ~ S S ( 2 3 ~ 2 3 ) ~ 4 * f 1 8 5 E ~ ~  
, 'ASS( R ,  tt ) a  l ~ S S ( 2 4 , 2 4  )=5 .2 [18E*3  
MASS(33c .33 )=  W ( 1 )  
' - A S S ( J 4 , 5 4 ) =  M M ( 3 )  
$ i A S S ( 2 9 , ? 5 ) =  M Y ( 5 )  
: d b S S ( 2 6 , ? 6 1 =  M M ( 7 )  
" A S S (  9 ,  9 ) = 7 , 6 5 E w 1  
N A S S ( 1 C , 1 0 ) = ? t 0 9 F ~ l  
r ~ S S ( l l 1 l l ) = 3 , 2 5 5 E * l  
' ~ A S S ( i 3 , 1 2 ) = i t 7 2 1 E ~ l  
V A S s ( ~ 3 , l Y ) = 1 , 7 8 2 E - 2  
' V S S ( i 4 , i 4 , : 2 , 5 4 6 E l 2  
; 7ASS115 ,15  ) = 2 * 5 8 2 E p 2  
u A 5 S ( ~ 4 , 1 6 ) = 1 8 6 4 3 E ~ 2  
v l A S S ( 3 5 , 3 5 ) =  J S T P ( 1 )  
k "ASS(36 , ' 6 )=  J S T R ( 3 )  
y A S S ( 2 7 , ? 7 ) =  JSTQ(  3 )  
" A S 5 ( 2 f l , ? r l ) =  J S T R ( 7 )  
" A S S ( 3 7 , 3 7 ) :  M S T R ( 1 )  
" A S S ( 3 Y , S R ) =  Y S T H ( 3 )  
< ~ S s ( 2 9 , 2 9 ) =  Y S T R ( 5 )  
VASS(S;,JP)a Y S T 9 ( 7 )  
* A S S ( 3 a , ? Y ) a  Y T D A ( 1 )  
u A S S ( 4 7 , 4 8 ) =  M T D A ( 3 )  
y A S S ( 3 1 t 3 1  ) a  ' q T D Q ( 5 )  
V A 5 5 ( 3 7 , 3 2 ) =  Y f g A ( 7 )  
t u r r u  I y V t a r  THE D I A S O Y A L  P-MATRIX (YASS)  
c * i l * u  
0 7 5  I"1,JC 
7 2  " A S S ( I P I ) ~ ~ ~ / ~ A S S ( ! , I )  
9 5  CO'4TI \I& 
C THE 3 1 G 6F PROGRAM C A L C ~ Z L A T I O ~ \ ~ S  FOR THk NQNnZERQ 
C E L E ~ ~ E u P S  17F T H E  S V ? a v E T R I C  Q-MATRIX ( D A R R  ) 
S U * * Q  A S S I < u I ? ;  V A a l A B b E  UAMES TO fiFTEC LISko CONSTANTS 
C u * u *  




C CEYERATE e E M A ! k O E R  OF Q 4 R R  h ? A T R I X  F R O M  SYMMETRY 
L 
K - 1  
PO 352 1 ~ 2 1 4 9  
PO 3 q 1  c J # l , K  
3 5 1  9 4 R H (  1 I J)=:JARR( JI I ) 
f'K+t 
3 5 2  COLItT I UUE 
C 
I F ( T A N ~ , ~ E , Q , O ) C O  7 0  2 0 0 1  
C Z E R O  CASE 
C 
O A R R (  9 , i D )  3 Q A R R ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ) + ~ ~ * E ~ I ~ / L I ~ R B ~ ( ~ I ~ ) / N N N ( ~ ~ ~ )  
O A R H (  9 1 1 8 )  Q A R R ( 9 1 3 7 )  
Q A R R (  9 , 3 5 )  a 0,Q 
0 4 K R ( 1 0 , 1 7 )  ~ ~ 6 , * % 1 1 1 / L l * ~ 2 * l , / N N N ( l I l )  
Q A R R ( 1 2 , 1 2 )  F Q A R R ( l i , 3 6 )  
O A R R ( 1 1 , 2 0 )  8 a A R R ( i 1 1 3 8 )  
O A R R ( 1 2 t l . 9 )  ~-6,*E313/L3**2*1*/\1NNt311) 
Q A R R ( l 3 , 1 4 )  Q A R R t l 3 , 2 7 )  
Q A R R ( a 3 , 2 2 )  = Q A R R ( 1 3 , 2 9 )  
O A R R ( 1 4 , 2 1 )  a=6,0E515/b5*a2*i./NNNt511) 
Q A R R ( I 5 , 1 6 )  3 Q A R R ( 1 5 , 2 R )  
Q A R R ( i 5 8 2 4 )  8 Q A R R ( 1 5 t 3 0 )  
B A R R ( i h , ? 5 )  r=4,@E7I7/L7**2*l9/YYN(9,Z) 
O P R R t ~ 7 , t B )  QARR(ISt18)-12~@ElI1/~1**3*I~/NNN(b,b) 
3 A R H ( l f , 3 9 )  ~ O e 0  
O A R R ( 1 9 , 2 8 )  QA4W ( 8 9 # 3 8 )  
G A 9 8 ( 2 i r 9 2 )  Q ~ R R ( 2 1 , 2 9 )  
3 b R R ( 2 3 , 7 4 )  a QdRR(%S,30I 
2 5 n 1  C Q ~ ~ T T \ ~ ~ J S  
C 
I F ( T b  * < , E 3 , C 1 I 3 ) G 9  T C  2 0 0 9  
! F ( M f l v L L  e d S T l ) G p  T O  2 0 1 1  
C I Y V E K T E D  CASE 
C IhVFRTE.2  B O O S T E R  
r; 
9 A R R (  9 ,  9 )  a K J P ~ * C I S ~ ] ~ * ~ ) ~ * S ~ + ~ , @ E ~ ~ ~ * A A A ( ~ I ~ ) / ( ~ ) )  
2 A R Y (  Q , 1 1 )  s - 6 , * E i I i / ( W T l * * 2 * M ' V i ' ( 1 ~ 1 ) )  
CJARH(  9 , 3 5 )  8 o,n 
G A R @ (  9 , 5 7 )  3 0,D 
f i A R F 3 ( l 9 , 1 0 ,  3 K u P ~ * R H u ~ * * ~ + K u P ~ ~ R ~ D ~ I * ~ + S ~ * ~ ~ * E ~ I ~ ~ A A A ( ~ J ~ ~ /  
1) ( ( L ~ ~ H S T ~ ) * ~ J Y N ( ~ , ~ ) ) ~ ~ , * E ~ ! ~ & A A A ~ / ( I ~ U ~ U ~ \ ~ N ~ )  
Q A R H ( l C , i @ )  a 6 , * ( E 1 1 1 / ( ( b l - ~ S T 1 ) * * 2 * N N h l ( l t 3 ) ) l E 2 1 2 / ( L 2 * * 2  
* * r \ l " V 2 )  ) 
3 A R R ( 1 3 , 3 5 )  P ZI*E1Il*BBB(1~3)/((LP=WSTl)QNNY($~3)) 
O A H R ( 1 5 , 3 7 )  ~ - ~ , ~ F I I P / ( ( ~ % - H S T ~ ) * * ~ Q Y N N ( ~ ~ ~ ) )  
O A U R ( ~ l , f l )  J K U P ~ ~ R B R Z * ~ ~ * K U ~ ~ * Q B D ~ * * ~ + S ~ * ~ , * E ~ ~ ~ @ A A A ~ / ~ N N ~  
u + ~ , * E ~ ~ ~ * A A A ( ~ , I ) / ( W T ~ ~ N N \ ( ~ I ~ ) )  
O A R R ( l l , l 9 )  e ~ ~ * ( E I L ~ / ( L ~ * N N N ~ ) * E ~ I ~ / ( H T ~ * * ~ * N N N ( ~ I ~ ) ) )  
Q A R R ( i B , 1 6 )  E 0 R f 3  
O A R R t l l r 3 8 )  s 0 1 0  
Q A R W ( j , 2 , 1 2 )  8 K B U P ~ * R B D ~ * ~ ~ + S ~ + ~ , U E ~ I ~ * A A A ~ ~ I ~ ) / ( ( ~ ~ ~ W S T ~ )  
0 * N V N ( 3 , 3 ) )  
r J A R R ( 1 2 1 2 9 )  = 4,*E313/((~3-~sT3)*42eNNN(3r3)) 
Q A R R ( a ? , 3 6 )  @ ~ , * E ~ I ~ * B B H ( ~ , ~ ) / ( ( & ~ - H S " ~ ~ ) W N N ( ~ J ~ ) )  
3 A Q R ( 1 2 , 7 8 )  ~ - ~ , * E ~ I ~ / ( ( L ~ - H s T ~ ) * * ~ * N N N ( ~ I ~ ) )  
bARR(17,?,7) e 12,~tElll/(~Tl**3*NYN(lrl))+~UJUPi/C1**3~ 
Q A R R ( 1 7 , ? 5 )  0 , 6  
Q A R H ( h 7 , J 7 1  0.0 
3 A R R ( l f i , i 8 )  : ~ ~ ~ * ( E I I ~ / ( ( L I ~ H S T ~ ) * * ~ * N N ~ J ( ~ I ~ ) ) + E U J U P ~ / L ~ * ~ ~ *  
1) E ~ I ~ / ( L z * * ~ * N N N ~ ) + E U J U P ~ / A * * ~ )  
3 ~ R 9 ( 1 8 , 3 5 )  a 6 , a E 1 ~ 1 / ( ( ~ 1 - ~ s T l ) @ * 2 * F . ~ N h ] ( 1 1 3 ) )  
QAQ9(1,0,37) = - S 2 , * E l l l / ( ( b l - ~ S T 1 ) " ' 3 ' N N N ( l t 3 ) )  
O A R R ( i 9 , 1 9 )  = 1 2 , * ( E 2 1 2 / ( L 2 * * 3 * N N N 2 ) + E V J I J P 2 / ( & 2 - A ) @ * 3  + 
u E ~ ! ~ / ( w T ~ * * ~ * N N N ( S , ~ ) ) * E U J I I P ~ / C " Q S )  
B A R R ( 1 9 , 3 6 )  = 0 . 0  
Q A P H ( 1 9 , 3 8 )  e 0 , o  
O A A 9 ( 2 3 , ? 0 )  8 l 2 r * ( E S j 3 / ( ( / 3 * H S T 3 ) * * 3 * N N h J ( 3 ~ 3 ) ) + E b l J U P 3 / ( L ~ ~ C ) * * 3 )  
O A R H ( 2 0 , 3 6 )  6 , * € 3 1 3 / ( ( ~ 3 - H s T 3 ) * * 2 * h N N ( 3 ~ 3 ) )  
9 p 2 R ( 2 D t 3 W )  3-121~E313/((L3-HSP3)**3*N~Nt3~3)) 
O A R R ( J 5 1 7 5 )  3 4 , @ E 1 1 1 * ( A ~ A ( l , 3 ) / ( ( b i = H S T % ) * N N N ( l t 3 ) ) +  
41 A A A ( ~ ~ ~ ) / ( ( H S T ~ - H T I ) * N ~ N ( ~ I ~ ) ) )  
B ~ R R ( 3 5 , 3 7 )  r ~ , * E ~ ~ ~ * ( I , / ( ( H S T ~ ~ H P I ~ ~ * ~ ~ N ~ N ( ~ ~ ~ ) ) ~ % ~ /  
I ( ( L l * H S T 1 ) * * 2 * N N N ( i r 5 ) ) )  
Q A R R ( 9 0 , ? 6 )  * 4 , a E 3 I 3 * ( A b A ( 3 , 3 ) / ( ( L 3 ~ M S T 3 ) 4 N N N ( 3 , 3 ) ) 8  
o A A ~ ( ~ , ~ ) / ( ( H S T ~ - H T ~ ) ~ N N N ( ~ ~ ~ ) ) )  
Q A R R ( , 3 h I 3 8 )  s 6 , u E 3 1 3 ~ ( l l / ( ( ~ S ~ 3 = ~ P 3 ) * * 2 * N ~ N ( 3 1 2 ) ) ~ , /  
0 ( ( L 3 * H S T 3 ) * * 2 * N N N ( S , J ) ) )  
Q A R R ( J 7 , 9 7 )  r 1 2 1 * E l f l * ( 1 ~ / ( ( ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ 1 . ) * * 3 * N N N ( 1 ~ 2 ) ) * 1 ( /  
a ( ( L l = H S f l ) * * S * % N Y ( l , 3 ) ) )  
9 4 8 f f ( J 3 , 3 8 )  s ~ ~ , @ E S I S * ( I , / ( ( H S P ~ ~ W T ~ ) * ~ S * N N N ( S , ~ ) ) + I , /  
u ( ( L 3 - H S T S ) @ * 3 * Y N N ( P I a ) ) )  
I F ( H T ~ , F ~ , M S I ~ ) C ~ ~  TO 2 0 0 9  
C 
t INVERTEQ Q981TER 
C 
G Q R R ( p 3 , % % )  = 416E519*4AA(5~i)/(HPS*fdNM~9~i)1 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































C R F ( Z & r  23; E $ ,-:31>/: : { T ~ ~ H S T > ) W F ~ S :  /k,f.!fJ< z i 2  1 
A i 3 7 ( ? 7 1 1 " )  =-ARR(35rZL) 
A R R ( 3 7 8 2 1 )  s 2 9 * h W 3 ( 3 7 r l 9 ) / ( M l l ~ H S f i )  
L R Y ( 7 d t 2 r  : : - 4 , * i 5 I I I / ( W f 3 - H = i T 3 ) * * 2 * ~ , / N i V h l ( 3 , 2 )  
A H k ( 3 o , 2 2 )  a 2,*ARR(3bt20)/(HT3-hST3) 
h a ~ ( ~ 9 , 2 1  ) = * K T 1  
b R R ( c C 1 2 d )  = - K T 3  
I F ( T A \ K + ' E , O e O ) C Q  P O  3 C 0 2  
O R R ( I O , i 9 ) 8 0 , 0  
A R R ( ~ ~ I ~ ~ ) E A R R ( ~ ~ ~ ~ O ) = A R R ( ~ Z , ~ ~ ) ~  , 1 5 ) =  A R R ( 1 4 t I 7 ) s 0 1 0  
A R R ( ~ ~ , ~ ~ ) . A L R ( ~ ~ ~ ~ B ) : A R R ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ ) o A R ~  , 2 1 ) a A R R ( 2 0 1 2 0 ) ~ 0 , 0  
A R P ( ? ! I , ~ ~ ) ~ A R R ( ~ ~ I ~ ~ ) = ~ R H ( ~ ~ , ~ ~ ) ~ A R R (  , t 6 ) = A R R ( 2 4 1 1 8 ) = 0 , 0  
G O  TO 30C6 
3 q 2 2  C O k T I  V i l E  
IFIYT~,FE,HSTS)CB TO 3896 
C 
C I Y V E R P E D  BOOSTER 
C 
ASH( 9 1 1 9 )  = ~ , Q E ~ K ~ * U B B ( ~ ~ ~ ) / ( H T ~ * & N N ( ~ I ~ ) )  
ARK'( 9 1 2 !  ) a 6 , * F 1 ? l / ( W T l * * 2 * N N N ( i l l )  
A R R ( I O t 1 9 )  a 0 1 0  
A R K ( b O n 2 9 )  8 , 0  
hRR(!1,211)  = ~ , * E ~ % ~ * B R ~ ( S I ~ ) / ( H T ~ @ N V N ( ~ ~ ~ ) )  
b R 9 ( 1 j , , 2 2 )  = 6,*FSl3/(~T3**2*hNN(3~1)) 
A R R ( 2 2 r Z n )  n 0 1 0  
~ R R ( 1 2 1 2 2 )  = 0 1 0  
A R R ( 2 3 1 1 3 )  = ~ b ~ * E 1 1 1 / ( ~ P l ~ ~ 2 * N N U ( l t l ) )  
A R R ( 1 7 1 2 1 )  =*22,*E%!%/tHTlQ*3*NN~~(111)) 
A R R ( 1 ; ) t l Q )  B t O  
A R R ( l a 1 2 1 )  = O t O  
A R R ( 1 9 ~ 2 7 )  z ~ ~ , * E ~ ~ ~ / ( H T ~ * * ~ * N N N ( ~ I L ) )  
A R R ( 4 9 1 2 3 )  ~ = i Z , a & J I 3 / ( H T 3 * * 3 * r Y Y k ( 3 1 1 ) )  
~ R R ( 2 0 1 2 p )  0 1 0  
a R R ( 7 T l t 2 3 )  * 0 1 0  
A ~ R ( 3 5 1 1 9 )  = ~ , ~ E I I ~ ~ B B B ( ~ , ~ ) / ( ( H S T ~ - H O ~ ) * N N N ( ~ , ~ ) )  
A H R ( ? 5 r 2 1 )  Z = G ~ * F ~ I ~ / ( ( H S T ~ - Y T ~ ) * * ~ * ~ I Y ~ I ( ~ ~ ~ ) )  
A R R ( 7 6 , 7 i )  + ~ o * F ~ I ~ * R B B ( ~ , ~ ) / ( ( c I S T ~ - H T ~ ) ~ N N N ( ~ I ~ ) )  
A R R ( 3 h ~ 7 2 )  Z ~ Q ~ * E ~ I ~ / ( ( H S T S * H T ~ ) * * ~ ~ ~ \ ~ N ~ \ ] ( ~ ~ ~ ) )  
A R R ( 2 9 , 1 9 1  n B ~ * F ~ $ ~ / ( ( H s T ~ * H T ~ ) ~ ~ ~ ~ N N N ( ~ I ~ ) )  
A R R ( 3 7 1 2 1 )  = - % ~ , * E ~ I ~ / ( ( H S T I - W T ~ ) * * ~ Q N N N ( ~ , ~ ~ ) )  
A R R ( J h , 2 f 1 )  6 ~ , * E ~ I ~ / ( ( H s T S - H T ~ ) * * ~ * \ N N ( ~ ~ ~ ) )  
A R R ( 3 d r 2 2 )  = = ~ ~ , * E ~ I ~ / ( ( H S P S - W T ~ ) * * ~ * N N N ( ~ ~ ~ ) )  
I F ~ Y T % , G F , H S T ~ ) G O  TO 5 0 0 6  
C 
C I U V E Q T E O  O R B I T E R  
C 
A R R ( I j , 1 ! 3 )  " ~ , * E ~ ~ ~ ~ B B B ( ~ , ~ ) / ( W T ~ * N Y N ( ~ A ) )  
A R R ( 1 3 * 1 9 )  - 6 ~ * E S I % / ( H T 5 * * 2 * h N U ( % l ) )  
A q Q ( l 4 t 1 9 )  0 1 8  
A R R ( 1 4 r l . 7 )  = O t B  
A R R ( ; S , I B )  ~ ~ * E ~ ~ ~ ~ B B B ( V , ~ ) / ( H T ~ @ N M F \ ~ I ~ , ~ ) )  
A R R ( ? 5 r l % )  : B , * E 7 1 7 / ( H T 7 * * 2 * N N Y ( 9 r i ) )  
A R R ( L 6 8 1 6 )  $ 0 8 0  
A R f f ( l h r i [ < )  . O t B  
ARR(itri4) = = 6 t * E 5 1 5 / 1 W 1 5 ~ * 2 * N N N ( % t Q ) )  
ARR(7lti7) ~ ~ & % , C E ~ % % / [ Y T ~ * * ~ * Y U R ~ ~ I I ~ )  
A R ~ E S ~ P I S ~  - 0 1 0  
3 2 4 ( 2 2 1 l . 7 1  O a U  
C I Y V E R T E C  BaUSTER 
t 
C A Q R ( 1 9 , f l )  e ~ , ~ E S I ~ ~ ( A A A ( ~ ~ ~ ) / ( ( W S T ~ - H T ~ ) * ~ ~ F \ : N ( ~ , ~ ) ) +  
o b n A ( l , l ) / ( H T j * N ~ N ( i 1 1 ) ) )  
S A ? K ( l F , 2 9 )  = ~ ~ ~ ~ E ~ I ~ ~ ( ~ ~ / ( H T ~ * * ~ * V ~ J \ ( ~ I I ) ~ ~ ~ I /  
u ( ( ~ S T ~ - H T ~ ) * * ~ * N Y N ( ~ I ~ ) ) )  
C A R R ( 2 C , > ' U )  = ~ , & E ~ I S * ( A A A ( ~ , ~ ) / ~ ( ~ S T ~ - H T ~ ~ * N N N ( ~ I ~ ) ) +  
it' ~ A ~ ( ~ , ~ ) / ( ( H T S ~ N N N ( ~ I ~ ) ) ) I  
c n a ~ ( z o , 2 2 )  rr h , a ~ 3 I 3 u ( I , / ( # T 3 * ~ 2 * t ~ ~ 4 ( 3 1 1 ) ) - 1 ~ /  
tt ( ( k S T 3 * H T 3 ) * a Z * h N N ( 3 , 2 ) ) )  
C A H R ( 2 1 , 7 1 . )  J K ~ t * i 2 r * E l l l * ( l ~ / ( k T 4 * * 3 * ~ ~ N ~ ( l ~ l ) l + l r /  
0 I ( H S T ~ - W T ~ ) * * ~ ~ ~ N Q ( ~ , ~ ~ ) )  
C A q R ( 2 2 ~ 2 2 )  = K T S + I 2 , * ~ 3 ! 3 * ( 1 ~ / ( h T 3 ~ ~ 3 * ~ h l h l ( 3 ~ 1 ) ) + 1 , . /  
u ( ( ~ s P ~ - H T ~ ) & * ~ * N N N ( ~ , ~ ) ) )  
I F ( h T 5 f G F * * S T 5 ) G C  70 3 n l 0  
I-, 
C I k V E R T E D  O H B l T E R  
C 
C P R K ( 1 4 , 1 5 )  e 4 . a E 5 1 5 * ( A A A ( 5 , 2 ) / ( ( L 1 ~ 7 5 - ~ T 5 ) * r \ l N N ( 5 1 2 ) ) +  
u A A A ( ~ P I ) / ( H V ~ @ % L N ( S , ~ ) ) )  
C ~ R W ( 1 5 , 5 7 )  r 6 , * E 5 1 5 ~ ( l l / ( W T 5 * * ? * ~ ~ h ( 5 , 2 ) ) - 1 ~ /  
u ((dST5*hT5)~*2*hNN(5t2))) 
C A R f ? ( 6 , 6 1 $ 6 )  a ~ , * E ~ I ~ * ( A A A ( ~ , ~ ) / ( ( H S T ~ - H T ~ ) * N N N ( ~ I ~ ) ) +  
0 A A A ( ~ I L ) / ( H T ~ & N W Y ( ~ ~ ~ ) ) )  
S A Q R ( l 6 * 1 8 )  = 6 , * E 7 1 7 * ( 1 . , / ( W T 7 * * 2 @ Y N ~ : ( 7 t 1 ) ) - i t /  
u ( ( Y S T 7 * H T 7 ) * * 2 * h N N ( 7 & ) ) )  
C 4 2 9 ( 1 7 , 1 7 )  = KT5+12,*E515*($,/(uT5*~3*h~1~(5~1))+1,/ 
tt ( ( & 5 ? 5 - H T 5 ) * & 3 o h V Y ( g , 2 ) ) )  
C A R R ( 1 4 , i 8 )  r K T 7  a ~ Z ~ * E ~ ~ ~ ~ ( ~ ~ / I H T ~ * Q ~ * N N N ~ ~ I I ) ) * ~ , /  
u ((hST7-HT7)@*3*hN@(712))) 
3 7 1 C  C O b ' T I b - J k  
C GEb!EC:ATF ':Y "NETQY FOR THE t - Y A T R l X  
k s p  
'70 3 7 5  Ix2,JI 
P10 3 7 4  J=$, )<  
3 7 4  C A R R ( I I J ) = ~ A R R ( J ~ ~ )  
Y = k + l  
375 C O k f  l i ' J E  
C; r,E'lE"aTk TWF D - M A T R I X  AS THE N E G A T I V E  TRANSPOSE OF 
C 
? O  0 5  I " l s d !  
q0 86, d ~ l 8 J P ;  
95  i - 4 Q 8 (  1 ,  j ) r - B " i  J #  I I 
A - M A T R I X  

cae t r t+  ' U C T ~ P L Y  THE I K ~ E R S E  9~ THE M A S S  M A T R I X  AND THE 




S'JB"I'QTI"E M ' . ; A T R X ( A A r U S t C C , i \ l " l ,  JQ, JC, "D)  
C SU@HCIJTI,JE ~ ~ J ~ . T I P L I E S  THE AA A Y D  t3d ? * ' A T R I C E S  AND P L A C E S  THE A N S ~ E R  I N  
DIVE'  S I O ,  A A ( V O , ~ D )  I ~ ~ D ( ~ D ~ Y D ) L C C ~ ~ Y D , ~ I D )  
DO 3 6 2  I=lrNH 
DO : 3 2  J s l ,  JC 
ELEM = Q,OU 
00 $5 K = l , J R  
ELEK = ELEK 9 A A ( I I Y ) ~ H ~ ( K , J )  
05 C O S T 1  \dE 
C C (  1 ,  J )  sELEM 
1?2 C 3 N T i  I J E  
HETUdb 
END 
' i U ~ ~ q ' c ~ i ]  i ' , F 9 1 1 1  ( 61 I 3 t 41 "9 ) 
L 3 A q Q l  )l n s I r  T SUtrRDlJT 1 \lE 
L THE C ~ L L .  F " R  THIS SL!3?0L)TIkE I S  AS FOLLOWS, 
c C A L L  W H  I V T  c A ,  \ I ,  \ d , ~ i ~  I 
C v ~ i  KF /I ~b THE '1hTHIX TO BE: PRINTED 
C 1S THE i\4UhidER OF- R Q k S  
C I S  THE ! v l J " ~ ~ t R  OF COLU\S'JS 
C c'3 I S  D I Y E i ~ b l Q Y E O  h O ,  OF ROWS OF M A T R I X  A 
7 1 k I E ' S I C '  A ( 1  I JT ( 6 )  1 C ( 6 )  
EQUI '  A I k T g  ( J T  I C ) 
h , l  = L\ 
"42 = 4 
113 C 6 
'44 = 1 
1C0  I F  ( t7 - '1 ) 1 2 i 7 1  129, 110 
C 
l a c  ~2 = \,I - 3 'P. B 
v3 = $\I 
120 1( = : 
D O  aar; I 3 ~3 
K = K + i  
13G J T  ( 6 ) = I 
PRI'JT 1, ( dT ( I I I = 1 I N? 
30  1 5 d  I = 11 V 
Y = " 
L = ' . D t t ( Y 4 - 1  ) + I  
DO 1 4 C  2 = 1 4 1  13 
Y = k + b  
c ( - o = A ( L )  
1 4 0  L, = b + "$7 
15,) PW1N'T 2, 1 P ( C ( K )  8 K = I t \:2 ) 
I F  ( V3 - i l  i 6 O 1  1 7 0 ,  1 7 0  
C 
162 U3 - 13 4 6 
L4 ' y 4  + L 
GO TO 1 b 0  
C 
3 7 0  RETUiil\! 
C 
I FORMAT ( 3 ~  , 4 x 8  6( 6 X t  7HCOLUMN 1 1 4  ) / 
2 F Q R I Y ~ T  I 1141 X I  ( 6 E  I[,&) ) 
END 
C3 BK'f $ES\  IS 
F 3 R T t  :I"I\~ Si.iRFt' j 7  1 E 9ESYib I X I I ~ J l a X , F I  ) 
C X -  n F L L 1 d T I N G  P O I h T  S I ~ G L E  PHECISIQQ V A k I A B L E  
L J- I '  T r l f -  'd"IBF9 OF VALLIES 
0 F I -  15 a OhE-01VkNSIONAL A R R A Y  OF AYSKERS 
L TO E b L j t T k  EXP(-U)l(X) b ? A K E  THE FCiLLUGIYG CHANGE 
C A = ?  ,/(PI(l)+aJh) 
ClIb lE '51 ; '  F1(50:1 P l ( 2 O u )  
SLIP= ' , 
I :x 
JMAX- I + I I  
' Z = 2 * / X  
PI($ 4 X + 3 ) = 5 ,  
P I ( J  hx+l)=I,E-2? 
30 1 J = ~ ~ J " I A X  
K = J Y ' X + d - J  
O K = % - 1  
PI(<-l;=nKeTZ*PI(K)+P1(Y+l) 
1 S I J Y = ~ U ~ + P I ( K )  
sub = S L '  C ~ I J  ' 
A=EXG(X)/(PI(l)+SuP) 
D O  2 U = ~ I  4 " A X  













BS I S 
BS15 
as 1: 
BS 1 E 
BS l E 
BS IS 
BS I E 
BSIE 
SUER-JT :  E SI<TC'(S(  A t " ' 40P+S tUDI ' I )  
C S U B ~ ~ L I T I  E S O R T 5  T e t  FI9ST COLUlvk. OF T H t  I N  COMING A R R A Y  1N 
P ASCE ; I  d G  I I R X E  4,IILK Tt-rF CORFIESPOY'DING Rod I N  THE SECOND 
C COLl.-"'\ I S  "DvED A L O V G  d I T H  I T ,  THE SUBROUTIhE ALSO DIVIDES 
C T H E  ' 3 9 1  3F THk C,ORTcD E L E M ~ V T  B Y  2uPI I F  THE ELEMEYT I S  NOT M E G A T I V E  
- 
V I F  TbE kLtk:E;T 1S N E G A T I V E  I T  IS PLACED HACK I N T O  THE A R R A Y ,  
91'4k' S15i ,$(I) 
90 1s I ,dRqb!S 
3'3 1 J= 1,  W O N 5  
I F ( 4 ( I ) - n ( J ) ) I 4 ~ 1 4 1 1 1  
11 L = I - '  ? I b ,  
LLZJ-Nil i '' 
c a  :7 < z J  12  
L=L+.JI,.l 
b L = ~ i . + k * ?  I Y 
F = A ( l  
A ( L ) = a ( L L )  
12 A ( L L ) = F  
1 4  C O V T !  JUF 
15 C 3 V T 1  l u t  
f33 2 -  I z l r  Rn!JS 
~ F ( A ( I ) , L T , O , O ) G O  T O  2 5  
A ( I ) : S ~ ~ P ( L I ( I ) ) / ~ , ~ ~ ~ I  
20 C O U T I Y J E  
Q E T ~ J  < 
END 
S;IRRcq I T  I'E E I  GEU ( L , 8 1 T I  , P I 'IAXIT I VDEC , NISlPT I h j20PT 
0 'VDI' ) 
C S J R R f i J T  I ' L. F9R GkvERnT l ' ! G  THE E I GELVALULS AND E I GEhlVEC70RS 
C OF A 2 t a i  S Y Y M E T S I C  OR ~ ~ ~ ~ - S Y P I M E T R I C  M A T R I X ,  
C T H I S  PK3SHAvi GE ' \FqA lES  T H E  EKGEhVALUE M A ~ R I X ( R E A L  OR COMPLEX),  
C AND A S  uPTIOI\.S, ThE  F IGEld i lECTOH Y A T H I X  AND I T S  INVERSE,  
C T H F  CktLL FOR T h f S  S1Jf3R?!jTI'dE IS AS FOLLOWS, 
C C A L L  EIGkN t h ~ r R , T ~ ~ T , ~ A X [ i , & ~ t C ~ ~ v ~ 0 P T , N 2 0 P T , ~ 0 I V )  
(, d ~ i F 2 F  I S  TYE OUJER OF T H t  MATRIX  
L n IS T H t  Y A l Y I X  gHOSk E I G & N V A L U t S  ARE D E S I R E D  
C T l  I S  THE INVERSE OF THE EIGE'!VECTOR Y A f R I X  
C T 1S TH& EIGtLVECTOH M 4 T Q l X  
C ' hk;+ IS PIAX & l o ,  OF ITkRATI OVS FOR GFNERATING E IGENVAbUES 
C Y i ! tC  I S  TnE e\Uh18k9 OF 7 IMES RESULT I S  REF I N E o  
C l5 : lT I S  1  I F  OPTIO'J =1 I S  DES IREDI  OTHERWISE 0, 
C OPTIC ' !  = a  P R O V l D F S  FOR GENERATING THE E IGENVECTQR M A T R I X  INVERSE 
C 2 0 ~ 7  IS 1 IF O P T I O U  :2 IS DESIRED, OTHERWISE 0, 
C OPTIOtd - 2  PROVIDES FOR GE~vERAT ING THE EIGENVECTOR M A T R l X  
C hr)!'' I S  D I M E V S I O \ E D  NO, 3F QOWS OF MATRIX  ( 0 )  
C T H t  O H G I Z A L  MATRIX  8 I S  LOST DURING THE COMPUTATIONS AND I S  
C 9EPLibCkC BY  THE EICEhVALUE MATRIX ,  
O I M E ' 5 l Q '  Q ( 1 ) 8 T I  ( 1 ) t T ( 1 ) 
C I V I T I A I I ~ E  CCUNTEqS FOR NO, OF I T E R A T I O N S  AND Y R t Y S  REDUCTIONS 
P R l h T  1, ' t NDEC , MAXIT 
I T  2 il 
hTI i ' . i tS  = 0 
ANOR ' = I Q 
DO 303 1 e i t  h 
no 1 0 2  J = i t  :V 
1 J :  ( J - 1  ) * N O l M + I  
3 9 3  AYQF4v = IiY?R?' + R ( 1J ) 6 Q 2 
ANOR = S Q R T F  ( ANORM ) 
CO 1Ir I = 11 U 
DO l I [ J  J :  $ 1  
1J = ( J - 1 1 N D l Y  + I 
113 9 ( IJ ) = B ( 1J  ) / ANOkM 
C F3QV I n F ' T I T Y  V A T P I X  I Y  T I  LOCATIOb '  I F  O P T l O V  1 I S  D E S I R E D  
3 2 7  I F  i C l r P T  1 6 0 ,  . LBO,  1 3 0  
C 
130 n o  IrO I = 11 Y 
1 1  = ( r - 1 )  * \ D I M +  I 
30 1 4 1 d =  i t  h 
1 J  = ( J - I ) +* & D I M  + 1 
: 4 j  T I  ( I J )  : 6 
1 5 ( ' T 1  ( 1 1  1 :  1  * 
C FORn I D k h T I T Y  " A f 9 1 X  IN T L O C A T I C N  1F  OPTION 2 D E S I R E D  
1 6 C  I F  ( 2  1 ~ L C I  2 0 0 1  1 7 0  
C 
2 7 '  " 3  1 9 :  1 = 1 ,  b4 
I 1  = ( I - 1 ) * N ' l I : d ~ *  I 
70  f h 3 ,  : ? I  h 
I , j =  ( 4 - 1  , * Q D I M + I  
18" T ( i d  1 O * 
1 3 5  T ( I 1  i 1 ,  3 
?n7 C O % T  i ,~tJt- 
V H = j , ' , q E - 7  



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































9 4 C  00 $99 J = I, h 
J K :  ( k - 1 )  * N D I Y + J  
J V = (  / - j . ) * Y D I M + J  
9 0 = T (  J K I  
RR = T ( J% ) 
T ( JK ) B R Q  C2 = B R  * $2 
4 5 0  T ( Jkt ) = - * S1 + BR * C1 
9 6 0  CONTINUE 
G O  TC 270 
C 
9 7 0  00 FH?  ! = 11 N 
DO sno J = 1 1  h 
1 J = (  J r 1 1 0 q D 1 V * I  
980  B ( IJ ! = B ( IJ ) ANORM 
P R I N T  3 ,  \ T I M E S  1 I T  
RETU":u 
C 
1 F O R M A T ( * l E I G € N  SUBROUTINE S T A T I S T I C S ~ /  o  S l Z E  
Y u PtkX,  LI IU~ ' .  OF 2EFU, IS f i t  13, * M 4 X ,  NIJM1 OF 
5 F O R M A T ( ~ + C R E F ~ V ~ * , I ~ ~ *  FINISHED ON I T E R 1 * t 1 4 )  
3 F O S , V A T ( o r E X I T  ON R E F N . ~ o I ~ P *  I T E R s * , I 4 )  
EYD 
E l  1 
E l  i 
E I  1 
€ 1  1 
El. 1 
E l  1 
E I  1 
E I  1 
E l  1 
E l  I 
El 1 
E I  1 
E I  1 
E I  1 
€ 1  1 
E I  1 
E I  1 
E I  1 
E l  1 
E l  1 
EX 1 
E l  1 
I 1 
E I  1 
E l  1 
E l  1 
E I  2 
E I  i 
E l  i 
E I  2 
E I  i 
E l  i 
E l  2 
E I  i 
QF MATRIX I S * , I 4 #  EI 2 
I T E R ,  I S  u , I 4 , / )  E I  i 
! E l  i 
€ 1  i 
€ 1  i 
51~elS' i tT! 'L r1AafI'di' ( 4 , IRJM I ICOL fd il ,DIM Si.1LST I E R R  
3 I N E S l i i '  r; ( 1 )  r IRCI* ( 1 ) 1 I C O L  ( 1 ) 
,. 
u 709-163h5 
C 709-15d65 SIJBROCITIVE I" ITIR\ I  W A T R I X  I INVERSION ROUTINE  
C 
id b = AdRAY N A y E  OF Y A T R I X  
C I R O i  ? I  ' E 4 ' S I O \ E D  A T  W l  OR GREATER 
C I C O L  qI"'EkSlOhED AT I\ 02 GREATER 
C \r r -, J ' 4 B E R  ijF E 3 U A T 1  OFJS 
C NL1IV = VALUE OF I I IJ D  I PIENS I O'\I A  ( 1,  J )  j AMO J M A Y  0 IFFER 
C SYLST  2 ? v ~ i L L E S T  L E A D I N G  ELEMEYT ALLOWED BEFORE C A L L I V G  THE 
C S Y S T E M  S IYGULAR , USUALLY = 1.0 E - 0 4  0 8  1,C E - 0 5  
L I E R S  = t920R I k C I C P T O R  
I E R R  = u 
- ,  
' . P i  - + 1 
n0 1 0 0  i = 1 1  bd 
I C O L  ( I ) = I 
100 ISON ( I 1 = I 
CO 2 4 5  l T c R  = 1, hl 
VAXR = I T E R  
YAXC = 1 
TEMP = ~ 8 S f  ( A [ RAXH ) ) 
L l M I T C  = \ P I  - I T E R  
DO 120 1 8 I T E R ,  k 
DQ 1 2 5  J a 11 L I M I T C  
I J = (  J w l  ) * N U I M * I  
I F  ( TE'<p - ( ABSF ( B ( I S  1 ) ) 1 1 0 1  1 2 0 1  1 2 0  
C 
117  "AXR = I 
MAXC = J 
TEMP t c l - S c  ( A ( IJ ) ) 
120 C O k T I Y U E  
1F ( Tt"Ip - SYLST  ) 1 3 0 1  1 3 0 1  1 4 0  
I* 
139 I R O k  ( *&'1 ) I T E R  
P R I h T  1 1  I T E R  r SMLST 
!ERR = 1 
RETUQN 
C 
1 4 3  I F  ( VAXQ - 1TER ) 1 5 0 ,  1 7 0 1  1 5 0  
C 
150 DO 161 J : 1, h 
VAXRJ = ( J - 1 ) @ ND IM  + MAX3 
I T J  f ( J - 1 % D I M  + I T E R  
TEPP = a ( M A X R J  ) 
4 ( I ~ A X ~ ~ J  ) = A  ( I T J  ) 
1 6 C  A ( I T L  ) = TEPP 
!TEMP = tRnw ( X A X R  
I 9 0 i  ( " k X R  ) = 19Ob ( I T E R  ) 
I R O k  ( I T E R  ) = 1 TEFP 
17r I F  ( " A X C  - 3 ) 1 8 0 0  200,  1 8 0  
C 
1 R C  DO 19C I = i t  V 
I M b X O  = ( Q X C  - 1 * &DIM + I 
TEPP : t, ( I ) 
A ( I 1 = A ( I N A X G  ) 
I 9 3  A ( I M A X C  ) z TE"P 
~ J I  C ( j t , i  ' 1 i 
J S C ' 4 = .  , " n h  
D =  ( < K )  - = B (  Y ? t )  
T E P  = U (iVI 
TEP = f4 ( "it( ) 
C = ?t? 4- TE",l 
F = TEP - TEbZ 
4 7 "  I F  ( A!lSF ( C - Yi; ) 4611, 4 8 9 ,  5 1 0  
L 
5 1 1  9 Y  = r, / C 
5 2 5  I F  ( PY  ) 5 3 0 1  540 ,  5 4 0  
C 
S R ' S I G  = - 1 , 9 
G O  5 5 0  
C 
54" SIC. - 1 , .- 
550 COT = R Y  + ( S I C  it SQRTF ( bY * B Y  + 1 8 0 ) 
56G SS = SIG SORTF ( C d T  {' C O T  + 1 + 0  ) 
570  CC = SS COT 
5 0 0  TEP = C C  * CC - SS * SS 
599  TEP = 2 , o 6 SS a CC 
i-J = {b TEP + C a Tk?4 
h l d  W = P * TEP = HJ * T E M  
b2 r  r on r l ub r i  
h 3 0 E D t 2 , R b E u D  
h 4 P  EDH = fia - H 
5 5 C r I E h 6 G + 2 t  D * ( E @ E + U G D  
66';  TEE = EUh / ( GEL * 9EY ) 
6 7 0  c o i v r l v u k  
h f i : ~  I F  ( ABSF ( T E E  ) - Y S  ) 6 9 3 1  6 9 0 8  710 
L 
6 9 9  CH = 1 . 2 
/ O L  sn = 3 , 0 
t o  r M  7 3 0  
C 
71; CH = 1 , C / 5QQTF ( 1 t 0 - TEE 6 TEE ) 
7 ? Q  SH = TEE * CM 
7 3 7  C 1  = CH * CC - SI-4 * SS 
74U c 2  ct4 u cc + SU @ SS 
7 5 0  $1 = CQ fi 5s + SH a CC 
7 6 0  S 2  = - CH * S S  * Si4 * CC 
170  C O V T !  \i'Jb 
7 8 1  I F  ( S 1  ) R B O t  7 9 0 1  8 0 0  
L 
7 9 0  IF ( $ 2  e o o 4  9 4 0 ,  a o o  
L 
J 0 ' 4 "  . b' * I@ h! 
q j  = ( J - 1 I e ~ D I Y  + K 
,MJ = ( J - a 1 * Q D I M  + M 
B O  = E ( Kd ) 
82: P Q  = t r d  ) 
:3 ;  Y ( "J ) = C b  * + S t  * UR 
~ 4 -  8 ( ' J  : = 5 2  PO + c 2  * Uw 
r5:1 P O  9 f  J = 1 o PL 
000404  QEV:!'~\!  MA I 
I; F i A  1 
0 0 0 4 0 4  I FOrit44T ( 7 H r l O L  T Y F 1 3 1 6 3 M T H  IYEHATIOY ALL THE REIYlAINIhG TERMS kERE &MA I 
uESS ?ti&\ Oq FBtJAb T O  F I 1 , 4 , l d H  J r  ~ R s O L L J T E  VALUE) M A  1 
0 9 0 4 0 4  END M A  1 
